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Sin 1- 1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3('') . BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
. \_)

'

4

------------------X
5 :

,

In the Matter of: :
6 : Docket No. 50-289-SP

METROPOLITAN' EDISON COMPANY : (Restart Romand on
'7 : Management)

(Three Mile ~ Island Nuclear :
8 Station, Unit No. 1) :

:..

9 ------------- - --X

._10 The Library, Richards Hall
University Center

Il 2986 North Second Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17110

12

, s- Friday, January 4, 1985
( )z 13

The hearing in the above-entitled matter resumed,

pursuant to recess, at. 9: 05 a.m.

I6 BEFORE:

I7 ~ JUDGE IVAN W. SMITH,1 Chairman
Atomic SafetyLandLLicensing Board

- 18 ~ Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.,C. 20555'

JUDGE.SHELDON J. WOLFE, Member-
'20 Atomic' Safety and-Licensing Board

Nuclear Regulatory Commission-
,

,l ' Washington, D. C. 20555e

Jo
d '22 -JUDGE GUSTAVE A. LINENBERGER, JR.,-Member

JAtomic Safety and Licensing Board
23 Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.l]. 20555

Ass-Federe neporm, inc.
~

25
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Sim '2 1 APPEARANCES:

2 On Behalf of the Licensee:

em- 3 ERNEST BLAKE, ESQ.
k,) WILBERT WASHINGTON II, ESQ.

4 DEBORAH B. BAUSER, ESQ.
JOHN NASSIKAS, ESQ.

-5 Shaw, Pittman, Potts, & Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N. W.

6 Washington, D. C. 20036

7 On Behalf of Three Mile Island Alert:

=8 LOUISE BRADFORD
Three Mile Island Alert

9 315 Peffer Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

10

On Behalf of the NRC Staff:
11

JACK R. GOLDBERG,-ESQ.
12 MARY E. WAGNER, ESQ.

' y^3 J. J. PERSENSKY
A ) 13 Office of the Executive Legal Director

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
14 Washington, D. C. 20555

15 Chi Behalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania:

16 THOMAS-Y.,AU, ESO.
Bureau of Regulatory Counsel

17 THOMAS E. POLLOG
Bureau of Radiation Protection

18 Department of Environmental Resources
101 South Second Street:

:19 503 Executive House
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

20

On Behalf of the Union of Concerned Scientists:
21

^s WILLIAM _S. JORDAN III, ESO.
-)-' '22 JON SEVRANSKY

Harmon, Weiss & Jordan
! 23 2001 S' Street, N.W.

Suite 430
14 Washington, D. .C. 20009

Ae-ress,si neperwes. inc.

25 ******
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,

Su':.T 'I I_ N_ D_ E,X_

2 . WITNESSES DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS

g-j ~ 3 Samuel L. Newton,
(I- Bruce P. Leonard

4 - and-
' Michael J. Ross

5 (Resumed)

6 By Mr. Jordan 32,601
- (continuing)

'7,

By Ms. Bradford 32,639
i 8

By Mr. Au 32,673
9

10

,11.

- 12

. 13

(There were no exhibits introduced.) .
141

. 15~

16

.17

- 18
9

- 19

' 20.

F
,

. 21
'

, ~ _
:_ ij . 22

23

, .'24
- e .s.res n.poe ms inc.

,
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32,600'

{l-1-Suet, ') P_ R_ O_ C_ E E D_ I_ N_ G'S

2 (9:05 a.m.)

,/~N 3 JUDGE SMITH: Good morning. Is there any pre-

.i f
4 liminary business?

5 MS. BRADFORD: Judge Smith, last night I had

6 an opportunity to read carefully for _ the first time the

7 . letter that you'gave to the parties on Wednesday. And

c8 I'm'really concerned.

9 .And I wanted to ask you, Judge Smith, were you

10 asked:by Mr. Floyd's attorney to write this letter? I'm

11 veryfmuch concerned about the letter.

12 JUDGE SMITH: It's a personal matter. The letter
_ ;;2._

(_f- 113 speaks.for.itself. I was asked to send the letter. That
~

14 . was not. controlling,-however,

5 MS. BRADFORD: Thank you. That was all:I.had..t 1

16 JUDGE SMITH: Anything else?-.

6

1 _ No reply.)(17

'18 You may proceed.*

19 Whereupon,-

'20 SAMUEL L. NEWTON,
-

.

21 ' BRUCE P. LEONARD
3,

(._,b' . 22 -and-

~

23 MICHAEL J. ROSS

:24
,

;resumedithe stand as witnesses called by and on behalf of
Am-resere neponers, Inc.

25 the Licensee, Metropolitan Edison Company, and having
3:

.

I
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#1-2-Suet 1 previously been. duly' sworn, were examined and further

2 testified as follows:

-d '3 CROSS EXAMINATION
K ,)

4 BY MR. JORDAN:

INDEXXXXX 5 Q Good morning, gentlemen.

6 A (Witness Leonard) Good morning.

7 (Witness Ross) Good morning.

8 ' (Witn'ess - Newton) Good morning.

2 9 Q Mr. Ross, have you been through the instructor

10 | development course yourself?

11 A' (Witness Ross) No,.I have not.
,

12' -Q Have you taken any of the GPU Nuclear instructor
,.

i,f 13 training. courses?

14 -A- No, although I was an instructor in the U. S.

~

15 Navy at-a. prototype.

16 Q =What training do you have in the grading or the

-17 administering of oral' examinations?

18 A Formal training,.none. I have about twenty-three

19 -or' twenty-four years of experience,-including Navy ex-
,

4 20 perience'in giving those types of exams.

'21 Q Would'you say that qualification to administer
, ;,-~9

b' 22 oral exams.is your substantive knowledge coupled with the
,

= 23 experience that you have had in administering oral. exams?

24 .A. Yes,. sir.
o me-Fassem Reporters, Inc.

25 -Q So'that at the time you-first administered oral

<

a ..- . . . , , . , . ., . . , - . . . _ ,.,u . ..e,3- , ,,...,.s. . _ - , ,
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5#1f3-Su'eT. 1 exams, essentially;your qualifications atsthat time were

. g [' 12 .your substantive-knowledge?
' '

?/~y g
'

3 A I think that's correct, yes, sir.
Af.

~

Q Do you have any training in the construction of
,

4
~

2
^

'

5 written-examinr.tions?

~

6 'A No,. sir.-
_

7 Q. With respect to the administration and the re--

8 Eview of oral exdms, I gather that -- do you review oral, .

.

i9 exams-that are-admin 3stered by others?

~

'10 A ;Not-typically. I usually get involved if
,

11 there-is some kind of a problem.'

' 12 - Q- Wh'at .do you mean .by some kind of a problem?
sW
( 1; 13' A- -Eit'her -the man -did not do very well' and the

,

- 1( supervisor had'a concern, or.the man in' fact' failed the.
.

15. e x a m .'-

X' 16 Q What.would that reviewfinvolve?

, 17 A- Bascially a confirmation of what. the problem;

- .

1 18 was,Jsome discussion witk the person administering it to

- :19 make sure I. understood what he perceived the problem was.:
~

-
-

,

^

'20 - Q' :Would you review-it'to determine whether the
.

.'
'

21 exam-hadlcoveredithe-appropriate question areas?
+

){- -

, Eg):.
-

22 . A. ,.Not necessarily. On a failure, I might go down-

23 Lthrough;and'see just how broad'or-how narrow it was..'
_ .

Would you= talk to the operator himself:who.had.24 ~Q
As>*essess nepoesses, inc.

- 25 ' failed orHhad - swho had taken the exam?
n

'

. 1

.4''

#~ [ 'l (
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#1-4-Suet I A It would depend on the circumstances. Normally,

2 unless' I thought there_was something to gain or there was

t /'; 3 possible disciplinary action or some effect on the operator
.O.

4 himself, I might talk to him.

5 0 Can you recall ever having talked to the opera-

6 tor Lin your review of an oral e>:am?

7 A Oh, yes. I have talked to many of them about

8 their exams.

9 Q~ To be more specific, would you expect to call

10 the opera'cor:in and go over any of the material with

II him that was in the exam?

12 A I may or may not. That would be the unusual
~

p
V 13 case.

I4 O' 'Can you recall ever having done that?

15 A In the case of.some personnel that-have failed-

16- orals and.there was some jeopardy for them maintaining

1 7 thsir' job,' we have very detailed discussions-about where-

'18 their knowledge was short.

U Q- Detailed discussions with_whom?

20 A- With the individual himself.

21 .g' - In the case of a marginal pass -- well, let me
,-- .

22 ask_you this. -What is a marginal pass?~'

f3 - A marginal pass means the-person has passed the3
~

24 oral. The-. reason for-writing marginal was that there was
.

Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 some dissatisfaction by the examiner and that he felt the
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m

U(#1 S Suet | 1 .l'evel of knowledge could have been somewhat higher'.

~
2 Q. And would that -- it'would probably help to

~ ~

3 . turn I believe to Exhibit 30, the cover page.
~

.4 Would the notation of-marginal be placed on
.

, 5 'the cover page,.such as the first page of UCS Training

[ 6 Exhibit 30?'-

'7 (The- witness - is looking at a document.)
.

s. ? ' -8 .'A' Typically, 'the word " marginal" would be . under-
,

'

,

. .9 neath the comments or-up where it says pass.
~

,

' ;lb 'O : .Now, inLthe~ event of a marginal pass, would
4 .

- Y you" expect to review that exam?

I2
. . ,f 'A[ 'Not necessarily.

-

.g. .:dnder what circumstances - would you review a '~

13
.

.,

s _

Idc , marginal exam?'

~.

;15 Au ~ ;I;think~I wou'ld review a marginal exam.-if the

16
~

.
' supervisor or theiperson administerin~g it would come and

_

$17 1
.

.
say: This. guy was marginal. -We'.did= pass him, but you

.

v.

# 18 :know;he~really needs some-help-in this ouff.particular area.-
,

19 And at-that point I think I would get-involved and
~

' :20 iwould try ;to |do something, either formally. or informally,
s

.

}{. 21 Q- And Lwould. youi talk- to the . operator' in that .

- 22 . instance?'

,

y
~ '*h ;23 .A. iYes~ :If we.were going to do1something= formally.

.

( 24 or inf5rmally,;we woul'd' talk to.him. - We would bring him-~

J'
- -

m, nopemes, sac.
' fin.with'.his supervisor. and talk :to -him about it.125

'

, .
,

>

..

+

.h , +
_
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#1-6-Suet I Q Okay. Can you recall ever having talked to

2 an operator about an exam on which he had received a

3
, ) marginal pass?
')

4 A Not specifically, but I'm sure I have. I

5 can' t come up with a name this instant.

6 (Pause.)

7 One thing that was pointed out to me is that,

8 additionally, besides my supervisors, marginal type exams

9 go through the Training Department review and they would

10 be flagged to us if there is any problem at all. |
:

U (.r. Jordan hands a document to the witness,M

12 Mr. Ross.)

-
13 Q Mr. Ross, I will hand you your deposition.

Id This is from the first day of the deposition, October 25,

15 1984.

16 I will ask you to read in two places aloud,

17 and you can read in between and whatever else you need to,
!

18 if you feel you do, Page 6, Line 20 through Page 7, Line

19 3. And Page 10, Line 2 through Line 14.

20 (The witness is looking at the document.)

END #1 2I

22M flws

23

24
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
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Sim'2-1-
1 A Okay. From Page No. 6, line No. 20.

2 " Question: Under what circumstances would you

3 review the oral exam?f~}
\_/ .

'4 " Answer: If-the candidate was marginal or had.

5 had problems.

6 "In all such cases you would review it?

7 " Answer: Normally.

8
" Question: And for what purpose would you

9
review it?

10
"To'make a? judgment on the assessment the

11
evaluator had done.

12 -

. .

"To make a judgment on whether the examination
(~%
* I 13"# was properly graded?

14 . .

" Answer: -Whetherethe questionnaire was proper,

'15
whether it_was. properly graded, yes."

16
-MR.-JORDAN: I think you have covered what I

17
wanted you'to read aloud. You are welcome to read ~more if

~

18
you want to.on that page that is.

19
WITNESS ROSS: I don't have any need to read

20
more.- I will go on to page 10, page 10, line No. 2.

21
" Question: Now a. marginal pass would come toy._.

1-v 22
you,for a review, and as I understand your answer, you would.,,.

'

23 .

make a judgment of whether it was correctly graded; is that
I 24
:- Ams.d.e n.po,wes inc. correct?

25
" Answer: That is correct."

>
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-Sim-2-3e -1 And you wanted me to go through No. 14.

2 Continuing.

3 " Question: How would you.go about making that
O, - .

3

4 fjudgment?

5 " Answer: I would talk to the examiner and I

6 would review the subjects and try to get a feel for what he

7 felt the training or the person being examined did or did

8' not|do correctly.

9 " Question: Would you call the examinee in and

10 go over any of the material with him?

11 '" Answer: Probably not.

12 " Question: Have you ever done it?'
,
,

i) -.13 " Answer: Not that I can.specifically recall."s

.14 MR. JORDAN: Thank you.

15 BY.MR. JORDAN:

16 Q When you testified to the effect that you would

17 review to-determine whether the exam was properly graded,

18 |does that mean you would. attempt to determine whether the,

19 various grades on. individual categories such as "S" or "U"
'

20 or marginal, "M", were correct or:not?

21 A . (Witness Ross) No. As'I just.previously said,
,-.

f s-[ . 22 I would try to determine whether it was too broad or too

23 nar row'.

;24 ~ Q .I see. So.you'would-be attempting notito determine
, Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

-25 :the grades on the individual categories, but whether the
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Sim 2-3 overall grade was correct based on the various particular;

2 . grades on categories?

A I may.
<-- 3

-(')
Q Thus, the actual grade, the individual "S"_and

4

"M" rand "U" is a matter that is left to the examiner?5

A Yes, sir,_that is correct.6

Q And_those would not be reversed?7

A No, _ sir.
8

Q Has the Training Department ever reversed a --

9

10 let me ask you first. Have you ever reversed a judgment by

11 the examiner himself about whether a marginal exam should

12 be a pass or fail?

): A Not to my knowledge.13

-ja Q Has the-Training Department ever done that?

15 A Not to my knowledge.
>

16 .A (Witness Leonard) No, we have not, not to my.

j7 knowledge.

18 JUDGE WOLFE: Might I break in just a moment?

19 MR. ~ JORDAN: Certainly, Judge Wolfe.

20 JUDGE WOLFE: This raises an interesting question.

21 Supposing you had an operator who has really broken the bank

() 22 on an examination, but the person conducting the exam thinks

-23 that'in one area-that the person being examined could have

- 24 done much better. What then? Does that have anything to
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

.

25 do inLthe grading process in the determination of the grade,

-
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Sim 2-4
j or what further attention should be paid to the person being

examined?2

3 WITNESS ROSS: Yes, sir, it does have a bearing.

'

The examiner should take into account what area it is and4

3[[- 5 its relevance to the safety and knowledge. For instance,

6 if a guy lacked knowledge in maybe the secondary POWDEX

7 Peration, which is a non-safety related type of system, he

8 may grade him very low in that area and still pass the person.

9 If the operator exhibited a lack of knowledge

10 of how the protective system protects the plant, I would guess

11 that even though that was one area, they would grade him as

12 a fail because of the importance of that particular judgment.

13 WITNESS LEONARD: In addition to that, Judge_.,

14 Wolfe, for an example, for the 1983 annual requalification

15 orals which were conducted in March of '84, each of those

i

16 orals was reviewed and the weak areas for each of the operators

1-7 were noted and are tracked to give us an indication if there
i

i

ni are any repeated areas that the operators are displaying as

19 deficient that we need to concentrate on.

20 BY MR. JORDAN:

21 Q I gather that the judgment you just described
-

22 in response to Judge Wolfe's question, Mr. Ross, is one that-

23 would be made by the examiner?

24 A (Witness Ross) That is correct. He is in a
Ace-Feder:j Repurters, Inc.

25 Position to do that.

(
I
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*

,

Sim12-5-
L1 .Q How many satis' factory grades.on individual

_

2 categories as indicated,..for-example, on UCS Exhibit 30 is

:3 .it"necessary for an operator to have in order to pass an-
~

'

-4 : exam, an oral exam?
' ~

^ '
5 A- Here.again there is some judgment involved and,

.

i6 -as I just'went over, that judgment we just reviewed is taken
L

,

7 ~1nto consideration in the overall grade. So there is-not
.

8 a fixed number.
i-

,

9 Qs There is no fixed number then for how many
,

10 .. marginal grades, "M's" that is, that an individual may have-,

11 Land still pass?
'

L12 'A _I_would say that is correct.,

:Ap*

) -- 13 Q- I take it, on the premise that I knew some of- .

--14 this' material,.that I could take.an oral exam and obtain-say,

15 'a$70 percent'. satisfactory'and 30 percentiunsatisfactory and-

16 I?might' pass?)-

17_ -A' Well,-that' kind of depends. If the'30 percent
-

:18 -Lwas'in' non-specific areas and the other 70 percent was in
19 safety .related, I-_ would guess. it .is possible. ' I.would think'~

20 it would.be~unlikely that if a man showed clearly'a:30 percent,

i

(21 lack.of knowledge'that he would get through'inLany manner..
~

>

, fu

kI,- 122 .Q :Thus~I-may.not-pass. - But on the'ther-hand, I-

.23 . could |getL60 percent satisfactories -and that ~ could be a pass?
24 ~

.g. There does become a limit and it is'a subjective
Ass.peseres noponers. Inc.

25 judgment'on_the_ examiner..
-

.

4

-r

.,iny *gype?v9-g+--9- tW -4' Y WF"h*4"*"- T*m"# @'nVE'"''N*F W'N*******NT*** ' ~ " "* #
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A (Witness Leonard) In addition to that, Mr. Jordan,a' -Sim 2-6. - y

.the numbers of marginals, passes and fails, those they are
2

L-
just number-judgments. The real concern is what are the topic

j~J -
areas that those marginals, passes and fails were received

3

%'^
'

4

.in. S as Mr. Ross stated, it is a judgment by the operator
5

n the operator's knowledge of the plant.
6

Q Thus, it could be that I could get say 60 percent
7

,

right and 40 percent wrong and still pass?
8

A (Witness Ross) It could be. I would judge that
9

- 10 highly unlikely.

ir Q But it is true that if you have essentially a
,

12 majority satisfactory you would expect that to be a passs

1( )| n his oral exam?
13

MS. BAUSER: If your question whether the standardja

15 Lis.50 percent for passage?

201. JORDAN: My question is whether you obtain
- 16

j7 a. majority of satisfactory answers, and a majority being

18 50 percent plus, whether you would.-expect that to be a pass

-j9 on an oral exam.

20 JUDGE SMITH: He already had answered that at

21 60 percent he would not expect it to be a pass."

,;

d ,') - 22 MR. JORDAN: Well, I-think he left it open_that.
s_

23 it:might be a pass in some circumstances. This is a slightly.1

24 different approach to the issue.
Am Fatwd Reponws, Inc.

-25 MS. BAUSER: Your question is whether he would-

.
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Sim 2-T-
1 expect.it to be. . Is that your question, Mr. Jordan? I think

2 _that is the way you~ phrased the question.

f'N 3 JUDGE SMITH: Yes. That is the verb that I focused
'-u

4 on and contrasted it with.the previous question.

'5 MR. JORDAN: I will be glad to change the verb.

~6 BY MR. JORDAN:

7 Q Mr. Ross, do you feel that would be a pass on
_

8 the oral?

9
A (Witness Ross) I am sorry, Mr. Jordan, would

-10
you just start from the beginning with the question?

11

Q Certainly. If an individual had a majority

.12
- satisfactory on the answers to an oral exam, would you feel

:(_) -_
13

that would be a pass on the oral?

14
A A majority being 70 percent, I would say yes.

15
Q , Issa majority _70 percent? Is your understanding

,16
.of the term majority that.it means 70 percent?

17
A -Well, .if you are asking me if he had 50 percent'

-

-18
would I: expect'it-to be a pass, I answered _that for 60 by

~

- 19.

L saying no.

20
Q And what is your understanding of the word

21
;~ . _

majority?

NJ 22
A- More than 50.

23
Q So_that,means slightly more than 50.

24
%.p.s n.,o,,,,,, inc. A .The answer is still the same.as for 60.

.25
Dnd Sim-
foe ' fols -
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} JUDGE LINENBERGER: Mr. Jordan, along this

2 line of questioning there is something that bothers me a

75 3 .little bit.. If you will forgive me, I would like to g,sk about
(_/

4 it. Mr. Ross, in this entire discussion about reasons for and

5 what constitutes a marginal pass, you be'gan by saying that the
~

6 term, ' marginal' would at least, in many instances, be used

7 because somebody thought'that the level of knowledge of the

8 Person being examined should be higher than was indicated by

9 the results of the examintion.
-

10 Now, that is, to me, a logical thought. But

11 _the thing I am having trouble with is that I can see a variety

12 of reasons why.that situation might.obtain, and one of the

. ;} -
A_,- 13 reasons might relate to inadequacy in course content rather

-14 than inadequacy of the person being examined.

15 Now, what kind of analysis is made to assure

16 you gentlemen that indeed the problem has not been with the

'17 inadequacy in course content?

'18 WITNESS LEONARD:. Sir, as I indicated before,

39 for the annual requalification orals,'we examine the weak

20 : areas that each of the operators have, and analyze to see if
'

21 there isca common thread in those weak areas. If there is

^Y' 22 a common thread in those weak areas, we designate those._j .

23 areas to the following requalification year.

24 <In the case of a replacement class, the last
- Am-Feder;3 Reporters, Inc.

25 replacement class that went through, the orals that were

T:
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'

.'1 ; conducted, we analyzed those orals for the common weak areas

2 and'as a result of that analysis there is additional areas
.

rN 3 .that'were covered;with those operators, as part of their
L I~

4 upgrading..

'5 In addition to that, those areas which were

6 uncovered in those orals are being integrated and additionally

7 emphasized in'the next replacement class.

15 So, the results of those orals are analyzed and

9 any' common deficien'cies, generic deficiencies, are considered

10 -ifor1 integration into the next replacement class or requalifi-

11 _ cation year.

.

12 JUDGE LINENBERGER: All right, sir, thank you.
A

13 l Sorry, Mr. Jordan.
.s .

14 .BY MR. JORDAN: (Continuing)

15 Q Mr. Ross, do-you' recall having discussed UCS

16 Exhibit 30 - during your-~ deposition?

17 A 4(Witness Ross) Not specifically, sir. I

18 ' discussed'some of these.

[ 19 Q You don't recall that' specific one? I will ask

20 youuthen, to refresh your memory as I-give you your deposition,

21 by lo'oking to.page.7 and following to confirm that, in fact,-

f:U . 22 you were' discussing that document.

-

' 23 I would like you to read from page 16|of your

'24
~

_

deposition, Line 16,fthrough the end of.page 17.
Ass Federd Rooorters, Inc.

. . 25 I believe if you will look to page 7, and following

t

. .
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1~ :of the deposition -- not the exhibit, but the deposition --

-2 you will see that now what is UCS Exhibit 30 was-Exhibit 1
~

c7'y 3 toJyour deposition, and I'would appreciate your taking a look
'

U.:_
_

'4 through there and confirming.that for me first.

5 A 'Yes, sir, I can affirm that that was the thing

6 we were discussing.
,-

.7 Q Okay, thank you. Now, if you will go ahead and
_

8 -read what I asked you~to read.

9 MS. BAUSER: Mr. Jordan, would you identify

10 -a' gain'where you'are, asked him to read?

Il MR. JORDAN: In the deposition? Page 15, Line-16,

|2 Jto~the end-of page 17.
_ :q;

_)- 13 .- WITNESS -ROSS: Okay. Reading from the deposition,

14 on page=16, Line 16:
-

15 Ques tion: - 'What-is -- well, on-Exhibit 1, or

'16 with reference to Exhibit.l', how many of these blocks-have to

l'7 belfilled in satisfactory before.somebody passes?
~

18 L Answer: Here again, there is'some arbitrary
~

19 Jjudgment involved in that. The examiner is to=make an overall

30 assessment based upon the subjects he covered.

21 Question:; Have you been.through~any training on
p_;
-j 22 the grading and administratering.of oral examinations?

' 23 Answer: No.'

24 Question: Do you mean if I got 70 percent of
1 Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

'

25 Ethose blocks -- if I got 70 percent.of those blocks -- it

e.
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;j doesn't read right. I will read exactly as it reads: Do

2 you mean if I got 70 percent of those blocks were satisfactory

3 and 30 percent unsatisfactory, I might or I might not pass,
, 3

'
i_/

4 depending on the examiner's option of my overall performance.

5 ' Opinion' of my overall performance.

6 Answer: Normally that would be a pass. There

7 may be extenuating circumstances where, I am sure, tha.t mhy

8 show a lack of a totally non-safety related item.

9 And again, that doesn't read correct, and I think

10 I submitted a correction on that particular statement.

11 Question: Normally a --

12 O I apparently don't have it on that document, or

.,)(_, 13 haven't received-it. If you will correct and state as you

14 believe you stated it, please do.

'15 A I am saying that I am sure that may show a lack

16 of'-- there may be extenuating circumstances where sure it-

17 may show a lack of safety-related items.

'18 What I was trying to say the importance of the

| 19 -it'em there. I said non-safety,.and then we didn't even' spell

20 !.to tal ' right after that.

21 Question: Normally a 70 percent would be a

. : 22 pass, is that the line?

23 Answer: Again, normally 80 is a pass. You used

24 "70 and 30'and I used that as a reference to say he had the
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 majority satisfactory. So I would feel that would be a pass

_
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1 on his orals.

2 Question: What about 60?

rw 3 Answer: Here again, there is no arbitrary number,

(abs

4 as I.previously stated. 60 might be a failure. It depends

5 on what it is.

6 Question: I couldn't tell just by the fact that I

~

7 got 60 percent right and 40 percent wrong?

8 Answer: That's-right.

9 0 Thank you. Mr. Ross, within the particular

10 categories that make up the exam, are there any criteria that

~

11 dictate what .the performance must be within the category?

12 A Are you talking about written --

p)(_ '13 Q I am still on the oral exam.

14 A Okay. No,-sir.

15 Q And I take it that the judgment of performance

16 within a given category is, essentially as you described it,

'17 for.the exam as a whole there is no set percentage or number

18 that you must get satisfactory in a given category. It is

,19 a matter of judgment by the examiner?

'

20 A Yes, sir, that is correct. If I just could add
_

21 'one: thing. What the examiner is looking for is 80 percent
. ,m

() 22 knowledge or above, overall. And because he has a marginal
_

23 under phones,_or an unsat under phones, it will come up as a

-24 'U',-and bring his number. down, but its significance is not
: Am-Feder:J Reporters, Inc.

~25 very much when you look at the overall grade.

E
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1 We are looking at an overall 80 grading card.

2 ' 80 knowledge of the subject matter as a whole.

:r~x . 3 Q. There again, there is no -- you can't use the
Tj-

4 grades-that are given to determine an 80. The 80 judgment

5 is a judgment that is based upon the overall answers given

'6 to the examiner?

'7 A Yes, sir, that is correct.

8 -Q Would -- I think you have testified that a

9 marginal' pass as indicated on the comment page at the beginning
.

10 . of the documentation for an oral exam, if someone had two

11 marginal passes in a row, would -that necessarily trigger a

12 review of that person's performance? Mr. Ross, I would like

(_./ 13 you to answer that first, please.

14 A- It: would. b'e picked up, as we talked about, and

15 discussed. Whether this person would necessarily be put into

16 the upgrade- program, he may or may not.

End'3.- 17

Suet fols.
18

.

19

I20
T

21

p.

O ,l : 22u

23

. 24
- Am-Feded Reporters, Inc.

25

L
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.Q' LAre you-saying that it would necessarily trigger-#421-Suet- 'l '

~

- 2 .a review'of that person's performance or not? Either his-

[(~Y: .3 .performancefonethe exam or'any other. kind of performance.
1.\ /

'4 ' A' :(Witness -;Ross) _ Let me change my words. It

5 would.t' rigger an acknowledgement that this guy had, and it
. .e .

6 may or may.not t'igger.a review.r

QL :What 'is _ your role," Mr. Ross, in the evaluation-7 E

$8 of. operator--performance on the B&W simulator?
~

^ 9 A I do have an active role.- I am a qualified
8

10 emergency' director at Three tlle' Island. As such, we-doi

U crew evaluations'as part of the' annual requal at the
. . .

.12 _ simulator.
'N(~Y
U .13 -1, in_ fact, give the majority.of those crew-

14 demonstrations an'd examinations at the simulator.
, .

'15 _Q ,

I think you just were referring to'requalifica-
_.

10 stion;,is'that correct?-
_

17 :A' Lyes, sir.- .

;18
f; Q _The same is true for; trainees, isn't it?

II
_ A Training is a|little bit different, in that?

+ <

e 20 we.'do that.on an individual ~ basis.and'the guideline is

[a. 321 . pretty much the same..

; . :--
_

22 we giy ,;a~ detailed exam.'.- And typically anj a

:23 : emergency director wouldn't give that exam. It would be

f 24 .myself:or~one-of my senior' shift supervisors.~

,

m noorers, Inc.

25 - Normally, you are the person'who does that,
,

g-
_

'-
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#4-2-Suet 1 is that correct, for the trainees now?

2 A Yes, sir, that's correct.

3 0 Now, in the case where you are administering| (') ,
5.J .

.4 :the simulator exam I take it you select the scenarios to

5 be used in those cases?

6 A -.Yes, sir. I do select the scenarios and I do

7 keep them confidential from everybody, including the B&W

8 instructor, until the moment of the exam.

9 Q And you make the judgment -- when you administer

10 the exam, you make the judgment on the overall grade for

11 the exam?

12 A I do make the judgment.on the overall grade.

(-
L(_) 13 I do ask the B&W instructors for an input in the grading

14 also.

15 Q I gather that your judgment on the grade as such

16 is not reviewed, but that you ask a B&W person to do an

17 evaluation of.the people's performance.

18 Would that be an accurate description.of the

19 situation?

20 A- Everything, but my judgment will not be reviewed.

21 I don't understand what you mean by that.
,
,

.) . 22 Q Your determination as to the grade would not

23 be reviewed?

24 A I don't know that=it would go through any kind
| Asm-Federal Reporters, fric.

25 of a review process, no, sir.

:
m
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if4 3 Suet [1 (Witness Leonard) Mr. Jordan, it is discussed--

2 before any oral examination that is conducted as part of

,y .3~ 'a replacement class and the annual requalification exam
.V

4 is forwarded to the Training Department; the results of
4

5 _that oral examination are reviewed regardless of who gives

6 it.

'7 Q Now, that's the documentation for the oral exam?

8 - A- That-is correct. +

9 Q Does the simulator exe.mination involve a check-

'10 list that is similar to UCS Exhibit 30 or not? With SATS

11 and UNSATS and.so on.

12 A. (Witness Ross)_ It involves a checklist. I

("N
i,_) -13 don't think it's the. exact same format. It is somewhat

14 shorter, and it involves SATS and UNSATS and involves check-

15 . marks. The format is not exactly the same, but- it does

16 involve a $hecklist.

.17 Q I'm sorry.- You said it does involve SATS and

-18 UNSATS and marginals, for example?

19 A Yes, sir. In that we have the columns already

:20 made out, and all you have to do is check the columns.

21 Q I see. Fine, that's good.
,

_g.
1-) :22 JUDGE SMITH: I lost some of ' the thread _of the

23 last-few questions. I was thinking testing on the simula-
.

24 tor, and'I was thinking training on the simulator and it
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

1 25 comes out you have been talking about testing.
,.
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.O
; '#'414-Suet. 1 And I want to confirm that that is the case.

2 WITNESS"ROSS: Chairman Smith, that is theg
- , ,

'( 3 case. In addition to doing training, at the end of each
:(V'

4 training session if you are in the requalification program

5 we administer an exam to the crew which we have certain

6 . criteria we expect them~to pass.
.

7 If you are a trainee going through your first

8 program at the~ simulator, they complete their three week

9 training program there and then one of my people or myself

10 'will administer an examination.so we can prove in our mind

Il they; can in fact perform:under an emergency situation and
.

12 _they can nin ' f act operate the plant under normal conditions.
(~ ,

(_/ 13 . so, -it's both, I guess to answer your question.

<dd I'm sorry, I kind of left you hanging.

15 JUDGE SMITH: -All_right.,

,

16 MR. JORDAN: LIs that satisfactory,' Judge Smith?

II JUDGE SMITH: Yes, thank you.
t

:18 -BY MR. JORDAN: .-(Continuing)
;

19 '

Mr. Leonard,.you just referenced the fact thatO
,

20 the Training Department reviews the documentationifrom'the

f21
_ simulatorfexaminations.

:

~ ' is 22 Has .the~ Trairiing Department ever reversed a
~

, _3
,

>>
.p. ,

-

23 ' grade'given onLsimulator' examinations?-

,,

24 -" .A (Witness-Leonard) .No, we have not.-

: Aco-Federaf Reporters, Inc.

25
"

'

Q- Wbuld that be the role of the Training Department
,

-

^h?
*

.

. ( :n 4 -

|/ [ .(!'
EJ --
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t#4-5-Suet 1 in that review? Would that be one of the things the

2 Training Department should do?

'(~} 3 .A. -The role in the administration of the oral exams,
A.)

4 we discussed somewhat yesterday, are -- the responsibilities
~

5 in that area are to review the oral exam summary sheets to

6 identify deficient areas, generic deficient areas, and to

7 identify if there are any areas which are marked as weak

8 areas or UNSAT areas, that they are documented properly so

'9 .that if.an upgrade program is required that we can

10 initiate an' upgrade program based on that.

Il Q I see.- Mr. Ross, I would like you to turn now

12 to UCS Training. Exhibit 1.

bi
yf 13 . (The witness is complying. )

14 .This appears .to be the ' document in which you -

15 recommended that Mr. Frederick be certified to meet -- as
a

.16 having met the requirements'for an SRO certification

17- license; am I correct?-
,

I8 A. (Witness Ross) That's correct, sir.
,

'I9
Q- What.:did this recommendation on your part

20
,

isignify?

;21 A It1 signified that-we felt.that he had met theg3,[,~y
I-[ 22 . requirements to take an SRO certification. That included

23 : demonstration on shift, a'certain time on shift.,

.;

.24 g' This also' included a passage of an oral exam
-

.

-Amm neorers, Inc.

25 - that' you had ' administered to Mr. Frederick in which hb had --

*

:
>

. _ .
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4 .,,

#4-6-Suet. -1 although he had passed he had just barely passed; is that
'

..

,2 | correct?;:

1
~h ',

W

'

: '3 'A .Mr.. Frederick had a marginal ~ pass on that exam,
.

m .

, _4 ~ sir..

5 Q In this particular case, it appears that Mr.
'

,1

,

'6 -Hukill reversed your recommendation that the certification

! -7 be pursued; is that correct?

8 .A' That is correct.

9 1Q .Are'you aware of any other reversals by Mr.

^

_ 10 .Hukill'of; recommendations by you that an operator..be

*
'

.

,

li certified.for}an SRO certification license or.any other
c :

a . . .

'
..

license,-certification license?'12

:- ~Il3 1A None that I can think of, sir."
~

t 14 Q I will'ask you...to turn please to UCS Exhibit

15 Number 21.
.-

'

c - 16 (The Lwitnesses are complying.)

J 1'7 .
.Are you'with.me, Mr. Ross?-

"

'

(18 .A Yes,_-sir, I'm with you.
~

-

:- n

k
'

I 19 Q I take it thisiexhibit reflects:the: failure-,
,

-

by.a Mr. Walsh on a mock NRC, exam?20 -

..

4 j 21'.
A .Yes, sir, : that'. s correct.

.

v
k[ih 22 Or 'Who is'Mr..Walsh?-4

,

123 A- Mr.'Walsh'is-a licensed control' room operator.

- 124 Q' This-is.a mock'NRC exam. I understand that to
Ame-Fessess namoriers, is

'

' )25 mean-an exam _given e'ssentially before a candidate' takes an,

.

,

f#'
<

,

.
*
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#4-7-Suet 11 NRCLexam'in the. replacement program..

. 2' Is that accurate?

-

-3 A That's accurate, sir.
.p[(.__

4 Q Is that what this would have been?

A
5 Yes, sir.

6 Q Turning to Exhibit 22, this --

.

7 .MS. BAUSER: Excuse me. Did you say that this

8 exhibit was'the actual exam? Because it is not the actual-

9 exam.

10 MR. JORDAN: No. I certainly don't mean to
.

11 indicate that it was the exam.

-12 BY MR. JORDAN: (Continuing)

) 13 Q It's the cover page, is it not, Mr. Ross, for

14 a particular exam?

15 A Yes, it is.

If Q Mr. Ross, Exhibit 22 is now--- it appears to be

fly a pass on a mock exam by the same individual, correct?'

18 A. Yes, sir, that's correct.-

19 Q Exhibit 23 now. In light -- this exam indicates

210 fthat in light-of the requirement to pass all sections with

21 .a 70,.a. failure.of SectionL3 and, therefore, a failure of
.

. , , .

'N j7 22 the exam by Mr. Walsh.

23 Jun I correct so far?

24 A' Yes,-sir.
| Am-Federes Reporters, Inc.

25 Q This exam title here is RO2. Do you know what

._ . - . . -- _ _ _ , . . _ _ _ - . _ . . . . _ . _ . ._, ,
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#4-8-Suet I this exam -- not this exam, but this cover sheet refers

2 to?
,

3 'A (Witness Leonard) That was the second reactor

4 operator, annual requalification exam administered in
5 March.. We write up three exams in order to conduct the

0 annual exam due to the shift rotation.

7 And this is the second in a series of three.>

8 Q Now, let's be clear. It's not the second in

9 a series of three that'Mr. Walsh took?

10 A That'is correct.,

II Q It is.the second. He took one of the.three

12 exams that were prepared for that period?
n
k,) 13 A That is correct.

14 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Jordan, I have a difficult

'15 ' time reading this exhibit.: Where does it indicate failure?

I0 MR. JORDAN: You will see, Judge Wolfe, under
,

,
~ 17 Section 3--- are you with me -- towards the bottom of the~

18 If you go to the bottom of the page, in the middle,page.

19 you will see Mr' : Leonard's name. You go straight upffrom.

20 there and'you will see the number 67.6.

2I JUDGE WOLFE: Yes,^-

p.

22 MR.TJORDAN:- That's a failure of -- I believe.,

o 23 Mr. Ross has _ confirmed, that's a failure of an individual

24
. category.

Ass-Feteral Reporters, Inc.

25 JUDGE.WOLFE: Right.

~ .. - , - - , _ . _ . . . . _ , . . _ _ . . - . _ - . _. . . _ _ , _ . - _ . _ .-
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64-9-Suet- - I MR. JORDAN: Which under the company's provisions

2 is a. failure of the exam.

(\ " , s 3 BY MR. JORDAN: (Continuing)
LJ

4 Q What was the result of the exam reflected in

5 Exhibit 237

6 A It is a result of the failure in Section 3 of;
. . ,

7 .67.6 by Mr. Walsh. He was placed int o an accelerated up-.

8 _ grade program and removed from licensed duties in accordance

'9 with the requal program, and he was required to take and

zl0 | pass another exam.,

U '

In addition'to that, the other two exhibits you

12 referenced, 21 -- specifically, Exhibit 21, as a result

_: ?n(''' I

i' > 13 of that failure he had to take another exam which is shown
.

14 inLExhibit 22.

15 Q Let us go on to Exhibit 24. This appears to ,
- y,

16 be a: reflection of a failure on a mock NRC exam by'Mr. l'

' ~~ II
- Moore.

18 -Am I correct? This is the cover page for that

- 19 ] exam. ''

2-
20 .A (Witness Ross) Yes, sir,.that's correct.

21 0 -And again this. ope he failed by virtue of --
/~3 ,

'w[x 22 -to the best that .I can make out the numbers -- failing
~

E
23 Sections 1 and 3,~and having an'overall grade of less than

24 80?
Ace-Federal' Reporters, Inc.

- 25 A. (Witness Leonard) From our copy, that appears

,

-.m ,
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#4-10-Suet I to"be true.

2 Q Mr. Moore is a licensed operator at TMI-l?

* '

3
( _-A (Witness Ross) He is a licensed control room
v

d operator, correct, sir.o

;5 O' Similarly, this was -- I say similarly,-I mean

6 as with the exams we discussed-a moment ago, this being a
a

' " ~ ~7 mock NRC exam, this is the exam Mr. Moore took as a. prelude

-8 to taking -- or that he would have to pass in order to take

4'd 9 his replacement NRC exan?

10 'A (Witness Leonard) That is one of the require-
<

p
-ll ments of the certification for each operator, that he

completekheprogram. For the program completion, he isI2
c.

x2 13 required to take this exam. And that is part of the certi-

~" '. Id 'fication process,.-that he complete-the training requirements.

15 This is'one of the training requirements.
~

r 16 ' Q Okay. I want to be sure we are clear.

17
'

He has to take and pass this -- a, mock NRC exam

18 - such as this one in order then to be certified to take the
U 'NRC RO exam?

20 A That is correct.

21'

Q Okay. Turning to Page --, .-

p .

* N 22 JUDGE SMITH: That being a Company requirement,[/ N,,
*

-;..
.

23 not an NRC requirement?

24
? .. WITNESS-LEONARD: Yes, sir, that's a Corpany
e Ase-Fassess n o orwes Inc.

25 requirement'.
~

,

.t
,

'

-r- s- e- - r,-%, ,-y-,.y, 4 _ . , ,f , , , . _ y,_ , , . . . _ , _ , - _ _ . , , y-
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7 4 4-ll-Suet- 'l _BY MR. JORDAN: (Continuing)
u

2 O Turning to Exhibit 25, gentlemen, this appears

34'^ , -also to be a failure by virtue of a grade lower than 80,
w/,

14 ~ an overall grade lower than 80, by Mr. Moore on a mock

5 NRC IK) exam.

6 Am I correct on that?

.~ 7 A (Witness Ross) That's correct, sir.

8 -Q Exhibit 26 --

9 JUDGE' SMITH: Excuse me. How -- I cannot

10 independently arrive at that result from looking at it.< ,

II MR. JORDAN: Yes, sir, if you would look at

- 12
.

the lower right-hand corner above the date, I believe
/~T
I'x / -13 -the witnesses could confirm that 'the 77.6 or . 77.56, which-

14 ever, i t --

15
_ JUDGE SMITH: Excuse me. I'm looking at 26.

I6 I'm sorry.

I7 ' MR . JORDAN: Oh.

18 JUDGE SMITH: I'm sorry.

I9 MR.' JORDAN: I think you are right, Judge
.,

20 Smith, we couldn't confirm that 26 is a failure, much as

21ef 7.might like to.,

f-) -
' J 22 . Continuing)(BY MR. JORDAN:

(23 0 26 is a pass, in fact, on an NRC exam by Mr.

24 Moore, correct?
: Ass-Fede,~2 Reportw,s, Inc.

25 A On a mock RO NRC exam, that's correct.
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'

144-12-SheT= j ;Q" .Yes. Thus, it reflects the fact that the

2 Company -- in fact, these 24 through 26 reflects the

g; 3 . Company's decisions to allow Mr. Moore to go ahead af ter
~

-

%/
~

4 he failed the ' exam reflected in Exhibit 24 with additional
,

5 training in order to take the exam as reflected in Exhibit

:6 25, and then after.having failed the exam reflected in

~

E

7 25 the Company allowed him to go ahead and continue and

~

I8 take the exam reflected in Exhibit 26, correct?
m

gp A Yes, sir, that's correct.

10 Q. And, Mr. Ross, you were involved in the de-

;11 .cisions. recommending that he be allowed to continue?

12 A Yes,~ sir.

. hat was Mr. Moore's probl'em, if'you know,-Mr.13 O' W

14 -Ross, in his.taking of=the exams?

15 A Mr. Moore sometimes had difficulty properly
,

16 : expressing himself. He.would. answer -- give you a

17 perfectly correct answer but not~for the question asked

^

18 unfortunately. He had trouble reading the questions is

'19 what his' problem was.

20 Q In fact,' he really didn't pay attention to the
. - s

J 21 : direction given-in the question?

7p y
# (,) : :22 A' |No, I didn' t say that. He had trouble

, ,

s' -23 ' understanding what was. asked ofchim. 'He did show on

~ i 24 the oral exams to understand clearly when orally examined
~

,

s. A=-Fassres napormes, anc.

' 25 .and get.through that portion of it.
~

~

.

I

m
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# 4- 13-Suet - I (Mr. Jordan is handing the witness a

2 document.)

3 Q Mr. Ross, I will ask you to read from your

4 deposition, Page 57,-Line 14 through Page 58, Line 1.

5 (The witness is looking at the document.)

6 A Okay. As you requested, sir, on Page 57,

7 Line 14:

8 " Question: How did you determine that his

9 problem was his inability to put his knowledge on paper,
~

10 as opposed-to a lack of the knowledge that he needed?

ll " Answer: Because what Jay's problem was, if--you

12 asked him to' describe the white-board..." and it's b-c-a-r-d,
<.,y

_ 13 and.that should be corrected to say. board, "he would-

Id describe the black one to you. He just didn't read the

:15 questions-very well.

16 ' Question: The problem was he didn't pay"

II attention to directions?

18 " Answer: Yes."

Q Thank you. 'I think you'have testified that when

20 you were in. oral examinations and had an opportunity to

21 Iinteract with Mr. Moore, if you prc.mpted him as to what

p( '- 22 the question was about he would then be all right in
'

23 answering it?

24 A If he got off on the wrong track and you stopped
Ase-Feder3 Reporters, Inc.

.25 him, yes. : He would give you the correct answer and it.was

L
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#4-14-Suet I obvious he did have the knowledge required.

2END #4

f1ws 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
|

,
,

k ,,l 13 e

14

1

15 !

|

16

17
,
,

18

19

20

21

(-
) 22

23

24
Amfeder;) Reporters, Inc.
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~ >Sim 5-11 MR. JORDAN: Mr. Chairman, if I could have just
.)

a moment to look through my notes. Otherwise, I think I am
2

done.,^x - 3

,1
JUDGE SMITH: All right. Let's take our early

4

break this morning and then you will have that time to look.
-5

,through your notes.
6

(Recess.)
7

JUDGE SMITH: Are you ready to proceed, Mr. Jordan?
-8

MR. JORDAN: Yes, sir. I have just a bit more.
9

BY MR. JORDAN:
10

11 0 Mr. Ross, if you would turn to UCS Training

Exhibit-1.12

.() A (Witness Ross) Yes,- sir.q
. -13

j4 Q This, particularly the. handwritten notation
-

by Mr. Hukill, I want to ask you a couple of questions about15
'

16 that. You will. notice that he has got some bulleted para-
t

. graphs as indicated by dashes at the beginning of them.
17

The second of those refers to.GPU having made
18

the decision that no licensed operator, except for yourself,
19

who was licensed at TMI-2 at the time of the accident would-20

be-licensed or operate at TMI-1 and that GPU has in fact
21

7y
removed the SRO license of at least one individual based on,4)^ . 22

that criterion.23

24 Mr. .Hukill then goes on'to state that it made

Ass Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 sense to him that if that criterion applies to plant operations

,
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-1 it would apply to the training personnel as well.

<

2 Are you familiar with that decision by

: <' N ~ 3 Mr.Hukill?
V:

4 A (Witness Ross) Yes, sir, I am.

5 Q Do you confirm the accuracy of this statement

6 .that the Unit 1 personnel are not.to be operating Unit 27

7 I am sorry, the other way around. That Unit 2 personnel

~8 Lare not to be licensed or operate Unit 1.

9 MS.-BAUSER: If you would ask him to agree that

10 that was;a commit made by the company, I think he might

11 be able to answer your question.

12 MR. JORDAN: All right. Answer that question.

p.[.
'' ,) 13 That would be fine.

p .14 WITNESS ROSS: I believe that to be a commitment;
!.

15 sir.

16 MR. JORDAN: Okay.
|

.17 BY'MR. JORDAN:

18 .Q -And did Mr. Huk'ill inform you of his view <that

19 the restriction ought logically to apply to the training

20 personnel as well!as to the operations personnel?

21 A (Witness Ross). I was aware of his thoughts on
g-
(_f -22 that, yes, sir.

23 Q Now on the next page, the seconded bulleted

24
. .

paragraph refers to your having given Mr. Frederick a marginal
A .r.e.r.: n.,o, inc.

25 pass. There is a further reference that states "This is not
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8" -

in line with his usual clear pass or fail indicated for most1

2 other operators.he has examined."

>"K 3 I take it that is referring to a usual clear
h.]

'

4 fast pass or fail given by you, as far as yo could tell.

5 A I believe it to be, sir.

6 Q. I was trying to distinguish between whether that

7 was a clear pass or fail given by you as opposed to a reference

8 to clear pass or fail by Federick on exams?

9 A I believe the reference to be to me, sir.

10 0 And there follows a discussion by Mr. Hukill of

11 your discussion with him in which you stated that Federick

'12 barely-passed and was not nearly as crisp or sharp as other

n( ,)- 13 SRO's he examined using the same standard.and that Frederick

14 had a 50-50 chance:of passing the NRC oral.

.15 Is that an accurate reflection of what you had

16 told Mr. Hukill?

17 A I don't remember-the specific words, but I

18 believe the discussion was along those lines.

19 O Mr. .Hukill goes on to state, without reading it,

20 that the supervisor of licensed 1 operator training should do

21 better than that and should have at least an 80 or greater
, - -

_

'q j 22 percent possibility of-passing the NRC exam and so.on.

23 Did he discuss that with you?

24 A In passing, yes, sir.
- Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Q On the next page at the top of the page Mr. Hukill
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Sim 5-4
1 refers to Fredericks having initially failed the NRC SRO

2 instructor certification. It says "A second failure would

f^)s
essentially remove him from further participation by our3

*
w .-

4 own procedures."

5 Is that an accurate statement?

6 A Yes, sir. Internally GPU requires that if you

7 fail an NRC-exam twice, although the law allows you to retake

,

8 it, the NRC Code, that we must have approval from the

9 president of the company. We have never asked and have never

10 obtained it in our history.

Il Q Now the next paragraph, Mr. Newton now refers

12 to Mr. Hukill having discussed his decision not to certify
3

(_,1 13 ' Mr. Frederick with you as well as with Dr. Long and Dr. Coe, a

14 and that you supported and agreed with the decision.

15 Is that also correct?

16 A (Witness Newton) Yes, sir, it is.

37 Q Mr. Leonard, I think you have identified -

18 Mr. Stanley as anfinstructor in the licensed operator training

I9 program?

20 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, sir, I have.

21 Q It is, correct, is it'not, that he has faile'd,

; .
l' 22'

an SRO written NRC. exam?
.

23 A I would have.to. check the record to verify that,

24 sir.
As -Fase,se nepo,w,,, Inc.

25 Q We will get to that in a moment. And Mr. Wilt

!

L
a
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Sim 5-5- is also an instructor in the licensed operator training
)

program?-
2

,_\. 3 Could'you say the question again?A
.

N/
-Q Mr. Wilt is an instructor?4 .

A Yes, he is.
5

Q And is it also correct that he has failed an6

SRO written exam.given by the NRC?
7

A He failed his initial SRO certification exam8

and retook the exam and passed it.
9

10 Q And Mr. Fuller is one of the instructors?

11 A No, sir. He is no longer with the company.

12 Q He is not longer with the company?
in
\_) 13 A That is correct.

14 0 I.believe that you testified that he left in
.

'15 October; is that right?

16 A In that time frame,' sir.
.

17 0 .Do you recall how long he was.with'the company.

-18 as an instructor?

19 A Approximately 10 months.

20 Q Do you also recall.that he failed on an RO

21 operational exam given by the NRC?
~

,o
) 22 MS. BAUSER: Objection. If the individual is,

23 no longer with the company, I think it is outside the scope
24 of this proceeding.

A -F esres neporwr., inc.

25 MR. JORDAN: Well, I think the fact that he was
|
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i
.

5-6
1 withithe company as an instructor;for a 10-month period,

2 relatively recently'makes it relevant to the way the training

q 3 program was run'.
-_Q ;.

~4 JUDGE SMITH: Overruled.=

5 WITNESS LEONARD: Sir, the failure of that exam

.

6 was with another company and not.with GPU.

7 BY MR. JORDAN:
,

.8 Q -But you were aware of it?

.9 A. Sir, he had referenced that on occasion.

10 Q Mr. Leonard, I have here GPU's answers to UCS'
-

Il .first set of interrogatories on training, .and I ask you to

:12 look to.pageE 9, the answer to question 8-D, the reference
-

.

A., :13 to Mr.. Stanley. Will;yourtake a look'at that and tell me

aid whether it refreshes your recollection as to whether

15 Mr.: Stanley'has failed an NRC SRO written exam?

-16 A The question is ---<
,

-17 'Q You don.',t need to read it.- You can just tell

:18 me'whether that refreshes your recollection =ab6ut whether

N he failed the exam or,not.

' 20 A The indication is that he did-fail an SRO,

:21 . written exam. When that exam was given and whether it was given,

yk; ~ ,

A.,) * 22 as part of'the re-exams issued in 1981, I am not aware of
;

23 exactly,what exan that was.

24
Q Can either'of you other two gentlemen confirmim noo,w,s. Inc.

'

25 ithat'he.-ha'd failed an SRO-written exam?
-

i' s

! - _'
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JSim 5-7.I
-(Witness Newton). It is my recollection that;g

-

2 'the ex$mination that Mr. Stanley failed'was the April 1981
P

3 LNRC' examination. The results of that examination were

" "4 . essentially mooted by-the. Commission as a r'esult of the

'S -cheating incident with Mr. "O" and'Mr.'"W" an'd everyone was
'

1-

6 -re'-examined in October of '81 with really no regard is to
,

i@
-7 whether'it=was -- in Mr. Stanley's case the April exam was

. . , -

- 8 .his first exam, but the October exam was still considered
.

c9 -his first exam.

10
Q. Now you said it was mooted. You don't mean,.-.

' II however, that the company considers the April exams in 1981
.

,

12
~

toihave-been invalid or substantively inadequate?.

13 -

No,. sir, -I don? t mean that.-g -

~ I4
Q And in fact when Mr. StaniAy took the. exam-he-

15 .,,, . .-- it wasi just as if he were taking any such- SRO ' written.

,
,

16 NRCLexam?.-,

! II- 'A. -Yes, sir,'as far as we were concerned.-

- -18 .MR.. JORDAN: That is all, Mr.: Chairman.
G.

N JUDGE SMITH: Ms. Bradford.

20 ~(Pause while a' document was distributed.)
<

2I
CROSS-EXAMINATION-

- 22
" INDEX: ~BY MS. BRADFORD:--

'

'

.23s
'

O~ : Gentlemen, I would like to ask you some questions
-

. .24
Ameedores neueners,Inc. - aboutjtheJOJT! program.'

'
.

-25
"

,

:On page 8;of the testimony you discuss there
,

c

)

'

w..
;
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Sim'5-8
1 the checkouts given during the OJT must be completed by

2 'using established guidelines. And I believe there was some

}e testimony yesterday concerning those checkouts and how they3

N<
4 are evaluated.

5 My question is are the checkouts themselves,
6

are they.ever given by_ instructors from the training program?
7

A (Witness Leonard) The only cases where an
8

instructor is_ allowed to give an exam is if he is licensed

9
and designated as a task examiner.

10

Q I see. And there are such -- I mean your
11

instructors,e.many of them are licensed; is that correc'.?
12

7q A That is correct.

A' 'l- 13
'

Q So.that the possibility exists that instructors
14

.can do those checkouts?
15

A Yes,_it does.

16

Q Then my question _again.is are they ever
17

administered by an instructor-from the Training Department?
18

A Is the question do they administer them while
19

they are assigned to the Training Department or in the past?-
20

Some of the operators -- a lot of the instructors were
21

operators in-the plant and gave checkouts and then came over-s
' T'i 22e''

to training and are now instructors.
23

Q My question is an operator who is currently
'

24

recognized as an instructor, or.at the time of administering- n.ponn., sac. -

25

thenOJT.checkoutsd

a
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1 A- Without reviewing the designated task examiner

2 -sheets or the qualification cards, I can't say that one

~['S 3 has or-hasn't, but the possibility exists.
U

4 0 I believe that you in response to some

5 questions. yesterday from Mr. Jordan you said that sometimes,

6 that usually I believe the checkout is administered by a
L7 shift foreman or a_ shift supervisor, but sometimes a

8 instructor might administer that checkout.

9 What'I am trying to learn is about what

10 percentage of those checkouts are administered by an
II instructor?

12 A I really can't give you a number because I
' /~%s)- 13 don't have the task sheets.in front of me or the task

14 examiner. sheets in front-of me. It is a very small percentage ,

15 if any.

I6 MS. BRADFORD: Okay.

17 JUDGE. SMITH: How does this differ from that?

18 I recall Mr. Jordan covered this same point.

I9 MS. BRADFORD: I don't think he ---

20 JUDGE SMITH: I remember he used the example of

21 five. How does this differ?
'

/~

22w/ MS. BRADFORD: I'believe Mr. Jordan was inquiring

23 about evaluations of the program, and I am inquiring about
24 the checkouts themselves and how they are administered.

A p sers neponen,inc.

25 JUDGE' SMITH: Well, my memory differs, but proceed.

- . . - . -. . - . . .- -. .. - -. -
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; , Sim 5--10 : [.1 BY MS. BRADFORD:;

i2 Q- Mr.-Newton,-'is your understanding that -- I

[(N 3 -believe-that you'have observed that the shift supervisors
y

~ .4 -and: shift foremen who are responsible for the checkouts are

(5 not; performing those checkouts although time is available;

6 ' is'Ithat correct? Have you made that observation?,

7 A. (Witness Newton) I think what you are possibly

~

:8 ireferring to is on an'off-shift tour I think I made an*

- 9 observation that, and let me go back a little bit. This

10 -is ba'se'd'on numerous discussions that have occurred between-

II Operations'and Training with regards to the involvement

12 t of; training instructors in:the OJT program.

13 toperations wants and Training would like to

:14 become moreEinvolved with instructors being assigned on i,

15
'

~

~

shift.,to assist-the supervisors in giving checkouts because
.

'

:

16 in reality they do have other duties.-

17 .Because of.the numbers of programs going on
. .

.

18 ~attany'given time-versus the numbers of available. instructors,
.

-
'19 'wejhave not had the opporbunity to make those on-shift'

-

,

;20 assignments,.although that is a plan and I'.know that is
W
k ', y 21 iMr. Leonard's plan to do so.

.

33
t) , This~' discussion ~and my comments on the off-shift''22

'

23 '{ tour report were basically that the times that I'have been
-

.

-24
~

'

up there-I.had.not seen, and you have to understand the
Ameessem neemm,Inc.

25 off-shift t'our is done on the three to eleven shift and the

..

ah
9-e-wwrm "w,mwvn+w-v~gt, e v ~o - o-
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: 'Si'i[5-ll 1 eleven.to seven shift, and I think my comment was that I have

. 2 'not seen under those conditions when I have made my tours

/~3 3 that the foremen or supervisors or CRO's, as.a matter of fact,
LJ .

4 were too busy that they could not have been giving a checkout

5 .if someone had been requesting it at that particular time.

6 I also have to reflect, of course, that that

7 does not cover-day shift operations where the tempo is

8 significantly increased because of other activities going

9 on.

10 Q But on-the-job training, however, goes on on

Il the back shifts?

12 A Yes, ma'am, it can.

3-

X_) 13 Q And you made that observation I believe in 1982;

14 is that correct?
,

15 A It may well have been.

16 MS. BRADFORD: If you would like to refresh

17 your memory, I can show you this.

18 WITNESS NEWTON: Fine. I would like to see it.

II (Pause while the document was shown to the

20 applicant and the witnesses.)

21 BY MS. BRADFORD:
,

22 Q The document that I have just given you to-

23 review is a' copy of an off-shift tour report which you made

'24 and on which you made the observations that we have been
wressem neo nm, Inc.

25 discussing; is that correct?

_
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SiaiS-12. ,

1 MS. BAUSER: Objection. Judge Smith, I wanted

2 to.see where we-were going with.this line. I don't, as you| .

)' do, Judge Smith, I don't.see how this differs from the area

4
of. interest of UCS, and in particular the substance of the

5
training program which even under any' division of respon

-

4
sibility between the intervenors has always been UCS' area

- 7
of interest and I don't see how this is impeachment and I

-7-
~

have never seen this document before from TMIA.<

'

So on both-grounds I feel that this line of.
,

10
inquiry is inappropriate..

U
11

~

MS. BRADFORD: Judge Smith, the witness has

12'

already testified as to having made those observations and
t'~l
'(,e 13-

I 'just asked' him . to review the document to refresh his
,

+6 14
,f' memory regarding the date.of that observation.

15
MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, perhaps I should,

: 16
have jumped in' earlier, but I wanted to see- if there was

11 7
an impeachment purpose here or something.that was legitimate

18 . .

in my view for TMIA'to be pursuing at~this point,;and.I
19

don't see that.

'20
JUDGE SMITH: It seems to me you are pursuing

'
21 .

-

.
.

'

t;c the same subject matter that UCS had covered and was covering.

'$ - 22
f 'T' MS. BRADFORD: Judge Smith, my notes indicate

'23
that the~line of questioning that Mr. Jordan was pursuingt

^ ,

24

* * ' " 'was an evaluation process.of the OJT program itself, and I
25~

,0,

| >

'
,
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'Sio 5-13. I am talking just about the administration of the checkout

2 which is referenced here on page 8 of the testimony.

3 MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, this goes to the

4 substance of how the program is run. You know, we are back

5 to the question. There is no link to integrity here.

6
JUDGE SMITH: The problem is that there simply

7
has been no compliance with the Board's direction for-

8
consolidation. Ms. Bradford's participation has been virtually

9
undisciplined. You do just whatever you choose to do without

10
regard to the Board's previous orders.

11

I do not hold Mr. Jordan accountable. He has
12

made his case. I don't believe that he could have -- I
p- )(

'
13' ' '

don't know what he could have done. But I know that when
14

he was covering this' subject matter that you could have

15
provided him with questions.

16

I don't see any important difference in viewpoint
17

between UCS and you on this particular sub-issue.

18

MS. BRADFORD: Judge Smith, let.me just ---
19

JUDGE SMITH: You have simply scorned our orders,

20
and we are faced with a difficult choice, and that is do we

21

7-q foreclose you from developing a record or do we enforce our
!

_
22'

previous orders. We have been very lenient to you.

23
One of the things we should look at is to see

24
A s.s w n.porer.,ine. what contribution you might be making to the record. I don't

25
know'where you are going.

,
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(Sim 5-14.11 ~ Mr.: Jordan, did ye sant to be heard?

, -2 MR. JORDAN:- If I can be of assistance, I was-

.

79 3 under-the impression that -- and Ms. Bradford may have toh'
4 ' correct me -- that Ms..Bradford was addressing an issue of

-5 adequacy of m'anning, or something to that'effect, which we

6 have not addressed.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Well, she herself said it was'on-

8 .the-job training.

9 MR. JORDAN: Of on-the-job training, of the

10 administration of the on-the-job training checkouts, but.

M 11 w ~. e haven'.t gotten to' that -at all. We have talked about, in

12 ' other words, not numbers or who was available -to do it.

~, 13 JUDGE SMITH: She is putting a gloss on what-

14 you did, but that-does.not comply with.our' direction to

515 consolidate.

16 MS. BRADFORD:. Judge Smith, let. me just say once

17 again,'I don't believe,that Mr. Jordan represents TMIA ---
'

'18 JUDGE SMITH: -It doesn't matter. We have ordered

'19 '

. you' to; consolidate fwith .your. interests. -We understand. Are
:>;

c20 .you aware that the, commission regulationiand the procedure

21 -in Federal Courts provides for consolidation where issues1

?^T. -

\_) .
.-

22 join? Are you aware that our order:-- I mean you don't like
.

.23 our. order. Okay. But you are compelled to comply with it,

24 even if'you disagree..
Am7eded Repenm, Inc.

25 ~.I understand that Mr. Jordon does not. represent

L
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'~S'im 5-15 l TMIA, but the Commission regulation provides for consolidation

2 of intervenor's cases when they are the same. Do you under-

~3 -stand that?-

.

:Lcnd ' Sim - 4

Joe fois
5

6

'7

8

9

10

11

.12

13

14

-15

"

16
'

17

18

19

20

21

- 22

23

24
Am-Federes nepormes, Inc.

25
4
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:) MS. BRADFORD: I understand.

2 JUDGE SMITH: All right. But you don't wish to

(~) 3 obey, is that it? Or what is it?

LJ
4 MS. BRADFORD: That is not it at all. I believe

5 that is a misrepresentation of what I have been saying. Mr.

6 Jordan and I discussed this yesterday, and he was -- we came

77 to a decision that we were not going to overlap. That this

8 wasLa reasonable issue for me to pursue.

9 JUDGE SMITH: He declined to pursue it on your

10 behalf, is that it? Did he feel that he was unable to?

11 MR. JORDAN: To be honest, Judge Smith, I took

12 what she explained to me that expected to do, and did not

() 13 consider it to be in the area that we were pursuing.

14 -It seems to me to be separate issues.

15 JUDGE SMITH: The distinction of the issues ---

16 'I don't understand what they are. That is part of my' problem.

17 You see a difference that I don't see.

18 Just what is the issue, and what is the distinction?

19 MS. BRADFORD: The manning -- the staffing --

20 the Licensee's willingness and ability to staff their program

21 Ein a way that these on the job training check outs are done

M.
x) 22 adequately.

23 JUDGE SMITH: That has nothing to do with

24 attitudes or integrity. You concede that?
Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 MS. BRADFORD: I believe it certainly does
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1 impact on the integrity of the program and management.
~

2 JUDGE SMITH: I am talking about integrity of

E,q : 3 people.

k.)
4 MS. BRADFORD: The Management's willingness to

5 staff this program completely I think certainly does impact

6 -on integrity.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Objection sustained.

8 MS. BRADFORD: Now, this --

9 JUDGE SMITH: Let me say if Mr. Jordan, if you

~

had. expected -- if you have any forebearance on your part10

11 from'asking questions you ordinarily would have, with the

12 expectation that Ms. Bradford would cover them, we will give -

y-)s.(, 13 you'an opportunity to reopen your cross examination, if that

14 is involved.

15 MR. JORDAN: I cannot say that I forebore from

16 asking questions that .we would have otherwise pursued. I

17 can say that-I did not feel upon having it explained _to me

18 yesterday, what Ms. Bradford hoped to do -in general. I was

19 only vaguely familiar with what she was attempting to do just

20 .now. I didn't feel that I would be able to pursue that myself

21 .without having done any preparation for it.

h
i I 22 JUDGE SMITH: All right. Our sustaining of the

23 objection is based upon the entire history of your participation

24 on the training issue. Not just the subject matter. The
: Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 failure to comply with the Order to adhere to the intervener-

__
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t rule and Order.

2 Your failure to participate.in discovery. Your

(w 3 -- the bringin'g into the hearing new documents as to which~

(
4 o'.ther parties have not had a chance to discover. The bringing

5 'into the; hearing of new theories as to which other parties
t'

'
'

6 have not had an opportunity to discover.

:7 And a lack of demonstration that in these areas

8' to which I refer, that you are making a contribution to the
''1- s .u

I ^
a- 9 '. re cord .

'
i '';y

.

Now, you may proceed.'

.10
;!

sfi 11 MS. BRADFORD: Let me just understand what your
~ P ,-

:12 ; ruling is.

() .13 Am JUDGE SMITH: You want it read back?

14 MS. BRADFORD: No, no. I just want to understand

--haveyouforeblosedmefrompursuingthisentireline?15

16 JUDGE SMITH: I don't know -- yes, from this

-17 entire'line. The difficulty is it is hard to make a formula-

18 that applies all of the _ time. - Your approach is, as I stated,
,

7-
19 a rather undisciplined one, and I don't know when you are getting

i,

20 'intosthe area of integrity of-persons and when you are not.

'

21 In this area, I just don't believe it has any
,-q.

_) 22 relevance. We couldn't see any.

(. s. Bradford confers with Mr. Jordan)D' 23 M

'24L MS. BRADFORD: Mr. Newton, since you made this
-:Acef aded Reponen, Inc.

4

25 report,.has the Company, or has the training program responded-
.

_ _ _

- ''
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j to the problem you noted in that report?

2 MS. BAUSER: Objection. I think that this is the

(~x 3 -- this .goes to the question of whether the training program

L)
4 is implementing their OJT program properly, which is the

5 essence of the substantive adequacy of the program as I

6 understand.that issue.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Certainly. If we wouldn't allow

8 you to inquire into the inadequacy of it, it follows we wouldn't

9 allow you to inquire into responses to perceived inadequacies

10 of it.

11 Sus tained. If that is what I understand your
,

12 . direction is.
rh
! i 13 Now, proceed.j

14 MR. JORDAN: . Judge Smith, I want to interject

{ 15 that I consulted with Ms. Bradford on the question of whether

16 to proceed with some questions at all, in light of your prior-

17 ruling.

18 I recommended to: her that she should at least

'

19 proceed to ask the question in order to be clear on-the

20 rulings.

21 JUDGE SMITH:. All right.
.

! s.

(,j| ~22 MR. JORDAN: I had an involvement, and I' don't

23 intend any disrespect of the Board's ruling.

24 JUDGE SMITH: That is perfectly appropriate.
} Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

N" 25 You may, . if you wish '- - I don' t want 'you to ask the questions
~

|-

_
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1 and have.to go through a series of objections. I recommend

2 what you do is you read into the record the examination that

~'- 3 .you would have conducted, and what you expected to prove, and

4 how you have been frustrated in it.

5 Do you understand what I;am saying? This is an

6 ' offer of proof which you would have proved had we. not prevented

7 you.

8 MS. BRADFORD:' Well --

9 JUDGE SMITH: What you might wish to do is go on

- 10 with'your cross examination in areas that you know is within

~ 11 'the area of your responsibility, and then perhaps you would

12 'have more. opportunity to consult with Mr. Jordan at a more
'

~

--

'

13 leisurely; time..
.

14 However,' we would expect one thing, however- And ;.

t.

' 1'S that is that when you do read i.nto,the record how you were
.

16 foreclosed,~ )it is what your present intentions were as of now.

17 What your present intentions are now, and not opportunities ~ that

- 18 ~you. thought of over the weekend or -- but what now you would

- 19 have.done. Do you understand that point.-

>

20 MS. BRADFORD: :Yes, and --

- 21 JUDGE' SMITH: Or you can go ahead now, if you

[T'h ,

U 22 wish.

:23 MS. .BRADFORD:- Judge-Smith -- okay,.I will.
.

24 I d6n't know how to accomplish it, because I am going to talk
.

- Am-reseres n.,on.n, inc.

:25 about my entire cross examination plan, so I~ will- just' refer-

,
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>

to the issues' as I have outlined them in the cross examination1

2 plan. And it was my intention through those series of questions

<
.

3 .to come to the last issue, and to make that last point.

kh
4 JUDGE SMITH: Each issue building upon the

5 one before.''

6 MS. BRADFORD: That is right.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Well, you see, we gave you an

.

8 opportunity to explain that and you didn't, and I just

9 don't see how the integrity of individuals, and the attitude

10 of individuals has a relationship to the questions you have
,

11 been asking, and we gave you an opportunity to demonstrate

12 that relationship, and you failed.-

'(7,

_) .13 MS. BRADFORD: Judge Smith, I.think there is

.14 a basic. misunderstanding here. I don't think TMIA has ever

f5 attempted to question the integrity of individuals. We are-

16 questioning the integrity of the management of'GPU as an-
-

,

17 entity, not individuals.

18 JUDGE SMITH: We-have also~ allowed you, perhaps

19 even contrary to'prehearing. rulings,- to inquire into attitudes.-

20 I see you have your Plan there. Why don't you

21 just: - -if you wish, proceed and explain to the Board how your

Er N
,22 cross examination would have unfolded had we allowed you, ' and

.

'(_) ,

:23 then.go to the point you are making.

24 And, perhaps, we will change our-mind. If there
_

Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 is an unperceived nexus that we hadn't recognized before perhape .

. . . - ,. - - .- - - - . . - - . . - . . - - . - . - . , , . . -
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1 we will change our mind, but that is not the purpose.

2 The purpose is, however, for you to protect the

.

3 record and make your offer of proof.
. r-)s\-

4 MS. BRADFORD: I am going to try to go to the

5 third' issue. ~The final issue.

6- JUDGE SMITH: I have four issues on my cross

7 examination plan.

8 MS. BRADFORD: The fourth issue.

9 JUDGE SMITH: The fourth issue.

'10 MS. BRADFORD: If you will just give me a few

11 moments.

12 (Ms. Bradford confers with Mr. Jordan)
;,3

d _) 13 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Continuing)s

14 Q Gentlemen, yesterday - -

15 JUDGE SMITH: All right. You have decided to

16 have the cross examination and not make a --

17 MS. BRADFORD: Not'yet..

,

18 JUDGE SMITH: All right. ~Not yet.
.

19 BY.MS. BRADFORD: (Continuing)

20 Q Youf discussed the procedure for requalification

21 examination, ~and the need for reexamination, and I believe,

'

22 Mr. -Leonard, this morning you talked about-removing a trainee

-23 from the operations department if they failed an area of the

24
.

.

requalification exam which was determined by the training-
Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 department to be an important' area. -Have I summarized that~

_ _ - - - _ . . -_. -_- _ . _ - - -_ . . . _ . - . . .-.-
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* 1

1 correctly? 3

.
5-

2 MS. BAUSER:- I don't recognize that testimony, butL '
-

.

* [3_ 'the' witness can clarify it.
~

k,. .

c.
' ' ) ,_ BY MS..BRADFORD: (Continuing)
b

:5 -Q would you agree that that is a correct --
'i- .

'

6 A (Witness Leonard) No,' I would not.

; 7 Q Okay. Could you tell me the procedure?

f- 8 'A The p'ocedure requires an annual requalificationr'

9 program, that'if a -licensed operator fails any section of the

10 : annual' exam, either' the oral or the written,' that he is

11 1 removed: from licensed duties. That does not mean he is

12 'removedLfromLthe-operations department. Just removed from
.

i '%f . 13 ' licensed duties.
" I

14 Q I am sorry. That is what I had intended'. And-

15 T he is; placed in an ' accelerated training program ~ . is . that,... ,_ ,,, ,

.- .,

16 correct?-

17_ 'A. Yes, that. is correct.;

.18- Q: 'And the _ second part of |my ' question went t'o whether

[,fn-
'

19 ~ that was -always t.the case, or if there were. -- if it was a1
.

c20 -! judgment- made by" the training department?
~

'

-- 21 A JNo, ma'am.. For.the annual requalification exam,

22 procedure.-requires-that he be removed-from licensed duties.

23 .Q' .And',that:is'at the first' failure?

'
'

24 ;A That:i's'any failure ofLthe-annual requalification,

4=fesso n serors,inc.
25 texam..

k
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1 0 Can you tell me how long that procedure has been

~

in effect governing the requalification exam?2

'/ 3 A Could you -- which procedure -- There was a

1!)'
4 revision in June of '84, there was a revision in March of '84,

5 and then there was a revision prior to that.

6 Q Let me put it this way. The procedure that I

7 recall, and is. reflected in Licensee's exhibit 62 in the

8 cheating proceeding, I believe, is -- describes a policy where

9 after a failure of.the requalification examination an operator

10 if he was -- after consideration of the training department was

11 allowed a retake of that exam, he was not removed from the --

12 from.his operations duties at that time, was not placed in a
,.,

fj 13 full time accelerated program?

14 A (Witness Newton) May we see the exhibit that

i ~15 you are referencing, please?

'

16 (Ms. Bradford hands document to witnesses)

17 I am ready for your question.

~18 Q That procedure.is different -- that procedure

19 -that is the~-- Licensee-Exhibit 62,' describes a different

20 situation than the one you just outlined,:Us that correct,

21 .and in fact the operator -- a trainee, by that procedure,
, ;3
s,[ 22 does not have to be removed and placed in .an accelerated

23 training program on the first failure of his requalification

24 -exam..

,

Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 A Let me read the procedure as it is written. It

m.
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-1 is Section 4.5.l'.3 of a document entitled: Licensed Operator'

2 Requalification Training Program Description .

3 The final signature on it is Mr. Ross, and it is

V(~i -
,

4 dated 7/25/81.

5 The title of the section is Examination Performance

6 Standards. It says: A licensed individual receiving a grade

7 of less' than- 70 percent in any examination category or an

8 overall grade of less.tMan 80 percent shall be relieved.of

9 -his licensed duties and placed in an accelerated qualification

- 10 -program,rreference Section 4.6.1.

11' The next paragraph states: Under special~

-12 ' circumstances where .a grade of less than. 70 percent has been

/~1,'sT 13 scored in.a single section, the Director of TMI-l may document

'14 .the special circumstances and' authorize an oral and written

15 reexamination of the failed section within one week.

16 If the oral ~ exam is' completed: satisfactorily, .

17 -and a -grade of 80 percent or greater is scored on the written

' 18 section, the individusl'may return to shift in a licensed-.

,

19 status with the approval of the Director of TMI-1.

20 Q And is that essentially- the procedure that is

x
;21 cu'rrently in-place?

;-'(,y/L 22 A I believe it is. If you have it there, I would

23 like to see it.-

24 ~(Ms. Bresford hands document 'to Mr.- Newton)
. Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

- 25 The document that I am looking at now is labeled
,

.. c
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i TMIA Training Exhibit 9, entitled Licensed Operator Requalifi-

2 cation Program Description. Approval signatures Mr. Ross,

r 3 dated 6/7/84, and my own, Mr. Newton, dated 6/12/84.

!)'
'

_4 In this procedure, Section C of Part 7.5.1, which

5 is part of a greater 7.5, entitled Annual Requalification

6 Examination, paragraph C says: Examination performance

7 standards.- A licensed individual receiving a grade of less

8 than 70 percent in any examination category, or an overall

9 grade of less than 80 percent shall be relieved of his

to licensed duties and placed in an accelerated.requalification

11 ' program,. reference 7.6.1.

12 .Under special circumstances where a grade of

.g
's,) . 13 cless than_70 percent has been scored in a single.section,

14 with the overall average of greater than 80 percent, Director
.

15 of; TMI-l may document the1 spe cial circumstances and authorize

.16 an oral ~and written reexamination of-the failed section within

17 one week.- If the oral examiis completed satisfactorily, Land

18 a grade.of 70 percent or greater is scored on.the written
,

19 section,'the individual may return to shift in a licensed-

~

20 status with the approval of the Director of TMI-1.
^:

- 21 I.think that is identical.-

.y.

' T ,, . ~22 Q So,--the ,_ocedure reflected in Exhibit 9 is -->

-} 23 has been'in place -- at least that portion of it which you
~

,

24 just . read, : since 19817
; Ace-Feded Reporters, Inc.

,

w 25 A Yes,~ma'am..
_

ee- - s.-. _ . _ _ ._ _. _2._, .-. _ _ . _ _ _ _ __
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1 Q Now, are there any circumstances whereby a

2 trainee-who failed his requalification exam was not placed

3 in an accelerated training program, took a reexam, and --~

(_)'
y

14 on that section which he failed -- and f ailed that, and

5 was not removed from his licensed duties and placed in an

6 accelerated training program?

7 A -(Witness Leonard) No, ma'am, there isn't.

8 ~Q And there are no provisions for that circumstance

9 in that procedure, is-that correct?

-10 A I don't understand the circumstance. The

11 procedure requires that if-he fails the exam, the annual

12 requalification exam, he has to be removed from licensed
,x
i,.s 13 duties. There are no deviations from that procedure.

14 Q There are no allowanci s - for special circumstances.

15 or regarding -- the_ reexamination --.whether he may be allowed-
;

16 .to remain ~in his licensed duties? Is that correct?

-17 MS. BAUSER: Excuse me. Is the question whether

.18 if an ~ individual 1 fails a reexamination after failing an

'

19 Linitial requalification exam, is he required to be removed

20 from licensed' duties?

21 MS. BRADFCRD: Yes,

y.
w/ '22 WITNESS LEONARD: Yes,.he.is required to be

.

23 removed. In fact, he would have already_been removed due

24 to .tAe failure of the first exam. = He never would have -

m nepormes, Inc.

25 . returned.

End.6.-
~ Suet;fois..
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ft7-1-Suet; I Q. Mr. Leonard, are you familiar with an operator

12 named Mr.-Fraser?

3 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am. He is a shif t.(''y
~wf

'4 foreman at Unit 1.

5 Q And are you aware that some time in 1983, some

'6 time. prior to November of 1983, Mr. Fraser failed a

7 requalification exam, was not placed in an accelerated

8 program, retook the exam and failed that reexam, and yet

'9 'still was not removed from the -- and placed in an

10 accelerated training program?

II
. .

Are you aware of those circumstances?

' 12 MS. BAUSER: Is the-question whether he was'

j~
\_/ 13 placed in an accelerated program or whether he was removed

Id from licensed duties?
~

15 JUDGE SMITH: Not removed from licensed' duties,

16 placed in an accelerated requalification program.

. 17 MS. BRADFORD: My reading.of the question was

18 whether ;he was -- both of those things, he was removed

19 from the licensed duties and placed in an accelerated

~ 20 training program.:

o -

L 21 .And my question |was whether they were aware of
,3,

YJJ - 22 the circumstances that he was not removed from licensed~

- -23 . duties.

24 . JUDGE' SMITH: -Okay.. We'have here; failed, not
'

: Am-Fessrei Reporwes,'inc.

. ..25 -placedion accelerated requal,- permitted to take it again,
..

M
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.

failed,enot; rem'ved from licensed duties at any time, and97-2-Suet 1 o
s

~

p - 2 not. required to take an accelerated requalification course.
,

! $ '

3 All of-those conditions. Were you aware of,

. V- ,

; .. .4 ' all of those conditions existing?

- 5 WITNESS-LEONARD: Yes, ma'am. Mr. Fraser,
.

T |6 the_ examinations under concern a're weekly examinations
,

7 adhiinistered as part of the requalification program. It

8 is not an annual requalification exam which would fall

'9 under. a differentisection of the procedure. ;s

10
'

The exams referenced in Mr. Fraser's case fall- <

,

11 - under:Section 7.2.6 of the licensed operator requalifica-

}, ~ 12 tion-' program,(dated June 12th, 1984. And'I would'like

I- '13 : to"re'ad the section of'the procedure that addresses the'
-

,

'

- 14 . grading criteria-for that.'

$15 BY.MS.~BRADFORD:' (Continuing)Q' } ,
i'

' 16 ~ Q- ~Mr.. Leonard, let me-just ask you another-
'

+

.

~ .17 ~ question.
.

1

18 Would'Mr. Hukilltbe'' aware of-these circumstances'

.-

- ' N '_19
~

.

surrounding Mr. .Fraser's requalification f ailures? ',

4

20
'

-A. Yes, ma'am.- Mr.~Hukill isTinformed normally by.

"
~ 21 _ Mr. Ross.in cases where weL-have failures-on exams.' .In'

4

,

7-y
-

.

4 3 y .-

addition to.that,' we. issue periodic. reports:on exam grades
.

. ,

%f - 22 -

'3 ~

to the Operations Department.2i : -

.

2d ' So in'th'is case with Mr. Fraser, I'm quite
As>Feeleral floporters, Inc.

- 25 0sure;that Mr. Ross discussed the matter with him, so'he was~ '

2 ' ,
;

( ~ .,

M
~

7

* e
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#7-3-Suet 1 most likely aware of Mr. Fraser's failure on the weekly

2 quizzes.

3 Q Okay. And I'm going to read to you a paragraphf'N,m)
4 from a document, a memo -- excuse me, a status report,

5 and Mr. Hukill --

.6 MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, I would like to see
>

7 the document, please. Again I have not seen this. I

8 don't know what you are reading from. I would like to see

9 it.

10 MS. BRADFORD: It's TMIA Exhibit 10.

II MS. BAUSER: Would you give us a moment?

12 (Pause. )

l,.,.x,k ~13 JUDGE SMITH: I understood 7 and'10 were not

'14 offered' I' threw mine away..'I thought we were done with.

15 those.
,

16 (Ms. Bradford nods in the negative.)

17 A mistake? Okay. It was my mistake. Now, in.c

'18 retrospect.I realize you were speaking in the present
a

19 tense and---

.20 MS. BRADFORD: Now, Judge Smith, I'm certain --

21 I am going to have to go back and look in the transcript-

V'';
'

-
22 and see if I offered it but --

23 JUDGE SMITH: No, you did not. It is no

24 question you did not. I confirmed that several times.
Ame-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 7 and 10 were not offered, and I confirmed your intention
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#7-4-Suet I not to offer them.

2 JUDGE LINENBERGER: And my notes explicitly

3 agree with that. 7 and 10 are not offered.;('j
%.s

4 JUDGE SMITH: But --

5 -MS. BRADFORD: .Okay. It was a misunderstanding

6 of how the process worked. I thought that once I had
.

~7 identified them I would be able to offer them again.

8 -JUDGE SMITH: Yes, that's right. We did not

9 make a ruling that you could never offer them. But we

10 just confirmed as you were going through that list of

II exhibits that 7 and 10 at that time were not offered.

I2 MS. : BRADFORD: Yes, that's right.
:q
5'wf 13 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. The only problem is that

Id Ifinferred, incorrectly, that that was the end of those

15 documents.

16 (Ms. Bradford hands to the witnesses a

I7 document.)

18 BY-MS. BRADFORD: (Continuing) -

U Q- Now,'Mr. Leonard, in that paragraph on Page 4,

' 20 which begins,."W. A. Fraser recently failed. . ." that does

21 not, in fact, say anything about a weekly quiz. : It states

22 :that Mr. Fraser failed a required requalification examina-

23 . tion;Lis that correct?

~' A Yes, ma'am. Let me read from the TMIA Exhibit
Am-Fesleral Reporters, Inc.

25 10, dated November 1st, 1983, the paragraph which you

..
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#7-5-Suet 1 referenced: "W. A. Fraser recently failed a required re-

2 . qualification examination and reexamination. Training has

~j 3 recommended, and I have agreed, that he be placed on a
- (J 'N

4 special study program and then reexamined; but that he not

5 be removed from licensed duties because of his past

6 superior. training record."

7 Section 2.6 of the requalification procedure,

8 dated June of '84, references pre-planned lecture series

9 evaluations. Those are weekly trainings that are done

-10 in conjunction with the requalification program.

11 The memo dated November 1st references such an

.12 examination which is conducted on a weekly basis with the
,m,

)
~

s_/ 13 shifts. The requalification examination for Cycle 10,

14 which this is referencing, was conducted -- the annual exam

15 was conducted in March of 1984.

16 And the quiz. standard as referenced in 7.2.6,

17 Section A.2, states: " Quizzes shall be evaluated and a
_

18 grade determined for each trainee. A-performance standard

19 of eighty percent shall be established for a written quiz.

20 Trainees who do not meet these performance standards shall

21 complete a remedial review process within eight weeks.

y-

_) 22 consisting of: -(a) Trainee review of the. training

. 23 session material' associated'with. identified knowledge

24 deficiencies; (b) Trainee review of. associated reference
Acefederal Reporters, Inc.

25 material identified by the instructor; (c) Administration*

,

s
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:- 9 7-6 -Suet i "of a second quiz covering at least the identified knowledge

d
2 eficiencies.,

#

r. 3 "If the second quiz is completed satisfactorily,
\

z.s . ,

-4 _the trainee should receive credit for completion of the
-

5 required lecture. If-the second quiz is unsatisfactory,
,

'

6 the Supervisor, Licensed ~ Operator Training shall notify

_

.7 'the Manager, Plant Operations with copies to the Operations *

-8 and Maintenance Director and the Director, TMI-1,_via
.

[ 9 .the Operator Training Manager and Manager, Plant Training

10 ^of the evaluation results and provide a recommendation
,-

~

fil regarding'the trainee's renoval from licensed duties and

12 . entrance into an accelerated requalification program."

- '13 Q Mr.1 Leonard, _that paragraph,'however, does not
- e

114 _say:that - ?the term is.a " required >requalification examina-

t "15 tion;" is that correct?

'

16 It doesn't say weekly' quiz. It say's he failed.--
,

117 A Yes, ma'am.-
~

j\ -

~

, 18 Q --- a required requalification examination.,

'19 A sYes, ma'am. 'It is a required -- the weekly _
s

>20 quizzes are ' required requalification-- examinations. The
.

'.3 '21 annual examination, if'this was such, would have stated

JP t -

-(.)f 22 annual requalification_ examination. And the memo.would

'' ~

|23 have -been written in' March' or April of .1984 for this cycle

! 24 -of training and not.in Novembe'r of 1983.
m neinmm.1ne.

L25 This is referencing a weekly examination requ red,

'

,
.

.i
'

- . . . - ~ .
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1;#7-7 -Suet: :by the..r'equalification: program.
,

-2- . Q1 Okay. 'On Page 3 of that exhibit, at the bottom"

F. ~pp 3 -ofLthe'page under.the title " Training" there is' discussion
1- Q
p 4 . there by Mr. Hukill of a Mr. J.- C. -Herman who had failed
v :

'

Lbot!h' a required, requalification examination and subsequent5 J
s

,

.

16 reexamination, and:as a. result he was removed.from licensed-
,

'i 7 duties'during the week of October 10th.

8 Now, is that the same reference to the same quiz

'
,

9 program that.you.were talking aboutsearlier, that you read

10 the.. procedure?
i

'II: A .Ma''am, it may not ' reference the same' quiz but. *
,

'

12 -it-iis referencing the weekly examinations.-

.

- 13
.

Section : 7. 2. 6, A.'2 (c) , states that: "If the

ld second quiz is unsatisfactory. . ." which wasuthe case with l
.

1_5 :Mr. Herman, "the Supervisor, Licensed Operator Traiiling
,,

'

16 . shall notify the Manager, Plant Operations with' copies to.
'

,

7 |theiOperations-and9 Maintenance-Directornand the Director,
, .

'

% 18 TMI-1,.via[the-Operator. Training Manager and Manager, *

- < -
,

U' Tf Plant Training of the evaluation results and.' provide a'
_

;20
-

recommendation regarding-the trainee's removal-from. licensed: .

..

-
21

. , , -

3;m
- / /dut!ies'and entrance into an accelerated requalification

-

22. program."~' - Reference 7. 6.1. . >

'-
..

23 In'both Mr.; Herman's case and Mr.-Fraser's
,

.

?f:! ,,

: case,>a careful review of their training record,1their
- neoorers.Inc.

gb ~. 25'
. : performance on! weekly examinations, the previous annual

.-.
- s

,y.
' ' *l. _ , q_ _
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#7-8-Suet I examinations and input from the Operations Department

2 resulted in these recommendations.

(~N 3 In Mr. Herman's case, it was removal from
O.

4 licensed duties. In Mr. Fraser's case, it was not.

5 0 With regards to Mr. Herman, Mr. Hukill goes on

6 to say that Mr. Herman has problems with retention and,

7 in fact, that there is a concern on the part of Mr. Hukill

8 and that Mr. Herman will not be able to retain the

9 requisite knowledge necessary for an SRO; is that correct?

10 MS. BAUSER: Objection. I'm going to object

'M to a line of inquiry about Mr. Herman's' capabilities. I

12 think that, you know, that is absolutely a case in chief
p

[ 13 and it is certainly not part of the TMIA issues.

Id While the questioning was going along the lines

15 of whether~the witnesses had testified correctly before,

16 I had no obj ection. -But I think this is a new line.

II (Ms . Bradford and Mr.' Jordan are consulting.)

18 MS..BRADFORD:- Judge Smith, I would like to

39 lay out the direction in which I am goin'g but I would like-

20 to do it without the witnesses present.

2I ~ JUDGE SMITH: Gentlemen, would you mind
,~ _

b 22 . stepping out?

23 (The witnesses leave the courtrcom. )
24 ' JUDGE SMITH: Okay..

Am-Federal Reporters |Inc.

'25 MS. BRADFORD: My understanding is -- it is my

.. - _. _. _ ._. _ . ._ _ _ . . . . _ .
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. #7-9-Suet 1 -understanding from reading the documentation that an

-2 Operator who reaches the position of shift foreman by

73 3 Company policy must then become an SRO. And he may.be

V
4 promoted while he is still CRO. But the Company expects

5 him at some point to become SRO licensed.
I

6 And if he does not attain that license, then

7 he - .there is no position for him. He can't maintain

8 his shif t foreman license -- status, okay.
-

9 And what I see here is a process where if an

10 operator is going to attempt to progress in his career

11 but, as with Mr. Herman who appears to have -- the point

12 is that Mr. Herman ~is already an SRO, okay. So that's

f~8
(_) '13 not a problem.-

14 'My concern with Mr. Herman is that he might

15 have difficulty _ maintaining that license. Then -- okay.

16 .This would set up basically a catch 22 for the operators,

17 where there would be a situation created where either you -

18 . stay as a reactor operator andLdo not seek' advancement or

9 you seek advancement and'take the risk of not having any-1

. .

20 where else to go. if you can' t 'make that senior license.

21 And because'of that situation, it would seem

j $-
(_/ 22 to me- that ~it would' place operators 'in a position where

23 -they might try to defeat the exam process.

24 MS. BAUSER: -Judge' Smith, are you interested
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 'in argument?
.
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47-10-Suet I JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

2 MS. BAUSER: Well, I think the last point-Ms.

~') 3 Bradford made, n'mely whether operators will defeat the
- (G.

a

4 exam process, is part of this remanded proceeding. Before

.5 she said that, I didn't see any connection to this hearing

6 .in terms-of operator career options.

7 I don' t see any connection, however, in her

8 link between the earlier information -- and certainly no

9 basis in the' case of Mr. Herman who is an SRO licensed

10 individual -- to go along this train, even assuming the

II fundamental -- the point I keep on raising about, if this

12 was an issue, which is particularly not an integrity issue,
_

13 which TMIA intended-_to pursue then their documents should

Id have been identified before and Licensee should have had

15 some opportunity to rebut this argument..,

:o
16 So,.for all of what I think are four of those

17 reasons, I would object to this'line of inquiry.

18 JUDGE SMITHS Yeah. The entire -- just to review
|'

I9 where we are here, the entire concept of security for

:20 examinations, proctoring, checking for suspicious similarities

'21 in answers, all*of the safeguards in place with respect to
y.-
f 22 thA examination _ process makes the assumption that people

23 .will~ cheat if given an opportunity, that some people will

24 cheat if given an opportunity, the postulation you make
* Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

, 25 with respect to Mr.~ Herman differs in no way that I can

I_
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- #7-ll-Suet 1 see from any other person who needs a' license to practice

.2 his job.

(~y 3
,

I -- the relevance, to me, is very tenuous.
V

4 Moreover, so what? What would you do? What do we do

5 with a product of that examination and conclusion that

6 you make?

7 _Do we say: Well, in that event we won't require

8 a foreman to become an SRO. Or, in that event we will

.9 give them a lifetime license. Or, what? All you have

10 established is -- I don't know what you have established.

I MS. BRADFORD: Well, Judge Smith, I don't

12 believe that -- and the Staff will correct me, I don't
,

C)- 13' believe that the shift foreman is required to be a-

Id senior reactor operator by NRC standards.
,

-15 JUDGE SMITH: I understand that.

.16 MS. BRADFORD: This is a Company standard. And

,

.I7 .since they have set up that standard, okay --

.s ~

that they
;

18 JUDGE SMITH: What do you' propose,

19 ' abandon- that standard?

20 MS. BRADFORD: That there .should be some- alternate

'

21 method whereby if a person is not afraid to adva'nce -- I

~' - 22 mean,.that you don.'t put people in this Catch 22 situation.'

23 ' JUDGE SMITH: Well, let me cut this short,

- 24 because as I-recall one of the conditions that we have
%Federse n.pon.niine.

25 placed'on them on staffing was that.the foremen eventually

.
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Ef7-12-Suet I qualify as SROs and that there will be two SROs when that

2 comes to pass,

f~S 3 We have already decided and adjudicated shift
q)

4 manning. And we are not going to reopen that.

5 MS. BRADFORD: It's not'-- I'm not adjudicating

6 shift manning.- I'm adjudicating the -- litigating the

17 position of the Company --

8 JUDGE. SMITH: All right.

9 MS. BRADFORD:- -- that does not have another

10 mechanism in place whereby if an' employee. wishes to

II ~ attempt to advance himself in his career and fails in

12 that attempt he is not -placed with an option of losing

-
- 13 his career, tha't there be some other mechanism set up.

'Id And I would then direct you to Mr. .Hukill's *

15 letter concerning Mr. Olive,'where it would seem that that

16 very situation --

I7 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. Let the Board consult.

18 (The Board members are conferring. )

END #7.

20;Mzry flws

21

m-
q,)[ 22

23

24
- Ace-Faufsrel Reporters, Inc.
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.

Sim 8-1 JUDGE SMITH: Sustained.j

W uld you call the witnesses back, please.
2

***"P "'
r w\ 3

(

~' SAMUEL L. NEWTON
4

BRUCE P. LEONARD
5

-- and --
6

MICHAEL J. ROSS
7

resumed the witness stand and, having been previously. duly
8

9 sworn, were further examined and' testified as follows:-
.

10 JUDGE SMITH: There is no protective order or

11 their absence has no implications of a protective order or --

12 what i.1 the word -- sequestration tolit. Yes, it has none.

p)
13 MS. BRADFORD: I have no further questions of(, .

14 this panel at this' time, but I do want to say that the

15 explanation-I just gave to the Board of my line of .

16 questioning ---

Ll7 JUDGE SMITH: Will be the proffer.

18 MS. BRADFORD: Of proof.
,

19 JUDGE SMITH: All right.

20 Mr. Au, I will give you your choice._'You can.

21 .use the next 20 minutes and then adjourn or ---
g,
4j 22 MR. AU: Iithink.I can finish my cross-examinations-

23 in the next~20 minutes. I believe Mr..Jordon covered most

- 24 of'the subjects of my cross-examination, so.I won't repeat
- Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 it.
+
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1 JUDGE SMITH: Fine.

-2 CROSS-EXAMINATION
.

7 | 3 BY MR. AU:
v
LINDEX 4 Q Mr. Leonard, is the licensed operator training

5
prcgram currently fully staffed?

6
A (Witness Leonard) At the present time there

7
are two open RFP's or requests for personnel. There are

8
two contractor personnel under contract to GPU that are

9
providing the services that would normally be supplied by

10
those two permanent positions.

.11
So as far as number-wise, the operator training

;12
license section has the numbers of personnel that would

,7

( /- 13''
.normally be permanently assigned to that section.

14
Q Thank you.

:15 . .

Mr. Leonard, arc-the training instructors

16

regularly evaluated byLthe' trainees,? Do you send a
,

17
questionnaire after the completion of each program to evaluate-

:18
th~cinstructors?e

19
A Yes, sir. At the completion of each replacement

-20
; program a critique is conducted in accordance with the

21~
~ program of the program content and the instructors, the OJT--x

\ f '22
7 program, every. aspect of the program in order to give the

~23
students an opportunity to provide feedback to the training,

: 24

T wasere n.conm. ine. and operations ~ department regarding the conduct of the
L.25
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Program.--Sim 8-3 1

-Q And who evaluates these questionnaires?
2

A Those questionnaires in the last situation in
3

( ,

~" which we conducted the evaluation was done as a panel. The4

5 Perators were called in and along with a member of operations

and a member of training it was' conducted as a panel6

discussion and those comments were recorded and provided to7

the Training Department.
8

9 So the last one we did was not done as a question

and answer type questionnaire. It was an open forum where10

11
they- could bring out their concerns and discuss it with

12 the personnel or the operations and training members to give

; -

13
.them instant feedback as well as provide them a better forum

14 rather than writing their comments down without having any

larification.-
15

16 Q Were you involved'in this process in the last

j7 cycle?

_1.8 The last one that was conducted _was conducted~ A

-19 under :the supervision of the supervisor: of. licensed -operator-

:20 training which is in accordance with the. procedure.
~

O Okay. ~Then I taxe it from your answer that prior21

) 22 cycles were conducted by questionnaire?

~

A In reference to your question, the replacement23

24 . Programs, there _ are not cycles for replacement programs, those
Ase m : n.por m .,inc.

25 were' conducted by questionnaires and in some cases by
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discussions. SoLit'was a mix of both. methods.Sim 8-4- i

In addition to that, we have also conducted, we
2

conducted an extensive review of the programs during 1983
Sc < 3

U-
" which was not done in conjunction with any replacement program4

5 or as part of the annual requalification program evaluation.

An operator training review team was convened6

and members of Operations and Training were part of~that7

8 review team. Mr. Ross, the training coordinator from Unit

9 1, a shirt foreman, a control room operator, an auxiliary

- '10 Operator, myself, a licensed operator instructor and a non-

:11 licensed operator instructor were part of that review team,

-12 and that-review consisted of an in-depth study.of each of

.rs
i) 13 'the programs, the classroom training, the OJT programs and
s

14 the: training process by which we administer programs and-'

15 from that a report was issued regarding recommended changes

16 to.theeprograms and actions that were requested asipart of

11 7 the review team.

18 Q Was that done in connection with the INPO
,

19 accreditation process?

20 A No, sir. That was done, to my recollection, it

21 commenced in the.second quarter of-1983 and the final report
;,,.

_): 22 was issued in the third quarter I believe, the third or

23 fourth quarterLof 1983. So it was independent.of the-INPO
~

24 effort.
Ame-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Q Let me take you to page 51 of your prefiled
~

i.
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- Sim~8-5~
1 testimony.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Excuse me. Let me interrupt for

1/T 3 -a moment. You don't want to forget to offer your Exhibit
'%.)'

-

4 10 as a part of your offer of proof. I would imagine that

5 would-be part of it, and if you offer than, then we will

6 reject-it and put it'in the rejected exhibit file. That is
,

7 what you have done.

8 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.
-

9 JUDGE SMITH: I am sorry for the interruption.

10 I was just afraid we would forget this.

11 MR. AU: Did you want to finish this first?

'12 JUDGE SMITH: All right, we will come back to

(
(j- 13 that at the end of his examination.

14 BY MR. AU:

15 .Q -I direct your: attention to a paragraph which is

16 numbered 3 at.the bottom of'page 51 which states " Station

17 personnel.were well qualified, their morale, positive attitude

-18 and motivation reflect a commit to improved performance."

19 That1section, I take it, you derived from the

20 INPO report of 1983?

b 21 A (Witness ~ Leonard). Yes, sir, that is a quote

| 22' 'from'the 1983 annual evaluation.done by the Institute ofm

23 Nuclear Power Operations at Unit 1 at TMI.

24 Q Okay. Did you agree with that evaluation at
~ Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 -that time?
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- Sim 8-6: A Yes, I do.q

Q And do y u continue to agree with that evaluation?
2

A Yes, I do.r'v 3(j ''
--

Q Has there been.any update of the evaluation
'

4

5 n. Personnel, station personnel, the morale, attitude and

6 motivation since.19837. That is has INPO updated that

evaluation?-7

A (Witness Newton) There was an evaluation
8

1

recently conducted in 1984, the same type of evaluation. I
9

10 -don't' remember-specifically whether they addressed that issue

-11
in their. evaluation. I will'say that as part of that'

12 -

' evaluation there.were no findings regarding the training.,

/)
Q- 13

..

program.

14
Q, I am sorry?

,

15
_

A As part of~that evaluation there were no findings

16 .

-

L or recommendations for improvements with regards to the

b 17
L training program.

18 .. -

Q. :Do you read that evaluation, whichLis stated

-19
on page?63, toLinclude licensed operators;-- I am sorry,

20
;page-51, the one I just read?'

21
. (Witness ' Leonard) Yes, sir, I do.LA

-

r~y

k /- 22
0 Mr.-Leonard, do you have any evidence that

'23
-any training function.or objective that you supervised'is-

> 24

, Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc, being impaired by this hearing process, the hearing process
'

25 -

'that we are in today?
.

y
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Sim 8-7 A Could you repeat the question, please?.'p. 1

Q Do you have any evidence that any training
2

n. 3 function or objective that you supervised is being impaired

by the hearing process?4

)'5 A In that in the licensed operator training area?>

y.
p Q That is correct.6

A. I can only speak for my personal efforts and7,

-

.

the efforts of those people under me. Every effort has.8

beeb'takdn on my part to minimize their involvement with4

_9
.

fi0 the' hearings.. The efforts on my part involved with the
' +

g n hearings have had slight impact on my other-duties. My
q;' :Q; k

,
, .

}&y
'

-

-12 ther duties to manage the training, the operator traininge

Me -' .. ;;.
j jy . area have required me to work extensive additional hours

-

.y
.k to maintain my management responsibilities in the. operator-

,q. .-,w.

- training area.

_. .ty- ,-

'
QN[" '! O Well, is.your answer to my-question no, that.
3% -16

,

'
'

j7 you -cTon't have . any evidence of any impairment of a training-
.

18 - function orIobjective?
" *-.,i)

t * s''
'

j9 A That is correct. I don't see any impact on
an@g - '

$ 'J20 ,;the. conduct of licensed operator training as a result of the
'g

;Js ,4
21 inv lvement,-or my involvement in this hearing process here.,

W-. ".4

i )' 22 Q Okay. Mr.. Newton, I am going to ask you the

-23 same? question. Do you have.any evidence.---

24 JUDGE SMITH: He has answered a different question,
. Ace-Federal 19eporters, Inc.

25 but if you are satisfied, that is all right. He is answering. . ,

,n
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;Sim'8-8 1 -a different question.

2 MR. AU: I think I understand. You spoke in

- [~i 3 reference to your own duties being impaired. But what about
L,)

4 the functions, the training functions or objectives of your

5 department?

6 WITNESS LEONARD: In reference to the licensed

7 operator training area, in my opinion, there has been no

8 impact which would prevent them from performing the respon-

9 sibilities assigned to them in the programs and in the

10 department.

11 BY MR. AU:

112 -Q What_about any impact on the trainees?

7'
(.,,)s 13 A (Witness Leonard) I can't comment'on the

14 trainees.

15 Q Mr.~ Newton, I am going to ask you the same

16 question.

17 .A (Witness Newton) I would agree with Mr. Leonard

18 in that the Training Department, the operator training
.

19 section through sheer effort and, as he indicated,- an extensive

20 amount of overtime and man-hours, has managed to continue

21 its function with regards to conducting the training that
,

_)~ 22 needs to be conducted. .And, therefore, the ongoing training

23 programs have not been impaired or impacted significantly~

~ 24 by the hearings.-

~ Am-Federal Aeporters, Inc.

25 With regards to overall training objectives,
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Sim 8-9
.i ' including licensed operator training, I think it has been

more: difficult for us to prepare fully for the INPO accredita-2

,e~x 3 . tion process which we are in right now.
I-'v

When Admiral Rickover did his evaluation and4

5 assessment of training programs at TMI, one of his recommenda-

6 tions was.that the operator training manager obtain an SRO

7 license. We were.in the process of complying with that

8 recommendation because we agree with it.

9 In September of this year we had to remove

10 Mr. Leonard from that program so that he could support this

11
-hearing process. He was scheduled to examine in November.

12 gg.that, yes, has had an impact indirectly. It-

O
t s

\ ,< 13 is really just'in those two major areas.

#
-Q In one. area is a delay in securing an SRO

15 training for Mr. Leonard?

16 A Yes, sir.

Q. Mr. Newton, I don't think your answer covered:

-18 the~ trainees themselves. .Did you find any evidence that the
'

19
- hearing process has impaired their training?

20 A No, sir.- I think I stated that'the training

21 programs,.the ongoing programs have continued to function
7s .
''] 22'\

and I don't think that'has impacted on the training.

23
MR. AU: Thank you.

24
: Am-Federal Reporters, Inc. JUDGE SMITH: May I ask, Mr. Au, what the purpose

~25

. of that line of questioning was?
,

4

+ , .- r- . --,----r ----,m-. +- ..-v - w. --c- . . . .
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Sim 8-10. j
__MR. AU: You expressed some concern yesterday

2
concerning the impact of the hearings concerning the licensed

ew 3

(_) operator training program and I was trying to elicit from

4
' their own judgment whether there was any evidence of that

5
.

'

problem.

6
JUDGE SMITH: That was the context in which you

7
asked the question?

8
MR. AU: Yes.

-9
JUDGE SMITH: Do you recall the exchange to which

'10
he' refers? 'I want you to have the concerns that I expressed

b 11

in context when you seem to resolve his concerns.
12

I alluded to Mr. Husted's removal from the.,_s)i
(/ 13

'

training staff and did you take that'into account?
-- 14

WITNESS NEWTON: Sir, I perceived your. discussion.
15

to be in the context of more on effective morale and things
16

along those lines.

17

JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

18

WITNESS NEWTON: He didn't ask that really. He-
19

asked whether.or not we continued to conduct training ---
20

JUDGE SMITH: You didn!t see his question in~the
21

context.of my comments?

(]_ 22
WITNESS NEWTON: Not entirely, no, sir.

23
MR. AU: Okay'. Well, I am sorry. I tried to

24
Ass-Fe:Isrel Reporters, Inc. phrase.the question along the lines that your department

25

functions and the things that you try to accomplish.
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-Sim 8-11
1 .I expected you to have some expertise in that

2 and I.didn't want you to get into an area that you might be

,/~i 3 incompetent to answer,.and I tried to phrase the question
'(f

4 in light of the comments that Judge Smith made yesterday.

5 Did you want to correct your answers in any way?

6 WITNESS NEWTON: No, sir, and I think I addressed

7 the impact on some of the things that we are trying to do-

8 and certainly if you want to address morale, I think to spend

9 the time that Mr. Leonard spent in his persuit of an SRO

10 license, to be removed from the program two months shy of

- II obtaining.that goal, my own opinion is it would affect my

12 morale..

(~T,

(_,! - 13 I don't think these current hearings or the

14 preparation for them has an impact on the trainees, but.

15 Mr. Ross would be able tx) answer that.

16 JUDGE' SMITH: Really there is nothing~that I
,

17 said that suggested that sitting here today with these

18 hearings is-an inappropriate matter or is going to make a.

19 contribution or a disservice to the training program. It

20 may very well be that it is going to occupy some of the ,

21 resources of the training staff and the licensee. This is
,-

)
T/ 22 always.the case when you have hearings required by law and

.23 we would expect that appropriate adjustments be made.

24 I just don't believe that you have captured
Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 at all the concern that I expressed in your questions and~
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'
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i;

52 MR. AU: .Okay.'

,

M 3 JUDGE SMITH: My question with respect to
h; 1

.
.4 _Mr..Husted.was directed:to a particular statement in the. direct-

'

5 " testimony concerning the proper treatment and advancement
.

.

_6 .and professional protection of'the training staff, and I asked-

' '7 if Mr. Husted's: stat'ement was consistent with your observation'

N' -. 8 ~and-tha't is how the subject came up.

-9 MR. AU:- Well ---

. ,
. It came up with respect to the-10 ' JUDGE SMITH:1

.11 ' attitudes of" operators with respect to proposed Exhibit 6,.
,

:12 LTMIA proposed Exhibit"6, assuming that they were operators

13 which?I assume.

tid .BY MR. AU:
..

e . .
. .

- 15 Q: Mr., Newton, did'you have an. opportunity to

.

16 .readithe: testimony;given by thesOARP Review Committee on'
'

17 yDecemberi.19th'through.the:21st?--

~

"18 -MS.;BAUSER:, Excuse me , ' Mr . Au. Do you mean a'

'

3: 2,
I19 : copy of_the: transcripts.from those days or are you talking--

-

,

'about the'prefiled testimony submitted by'the committee?.'20'

: 21 MRi AU:' A copy of the transcript.-7
,

,yg
i,jf , 122 WITNESS NEWTON:' No,' sir.

.

, , , ,

j 23 'MR.-AU: Mr. Leonard,.did~you read it?',

=24 . WITNESS 1 LEONARD: No, I have not read the, copies
'

Ass-Federal nepo,ises, Inc. '

-
25 :of the transcript of the OARP Committee's testimony,

~

s
'
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,

I

*~ ~ l MR. AU: Mr. Ross?

2 WITNESS ROSS: No, sir.

f^}- .3 MR . - - AU: I have no other questions.
y

4 JUDGE' SMITH: All right, is there anything further

5 before we adjourn.for today?

6 We will take up your examination on Tuesday.

7 Ms. Bradford.

8 MS. BRADFORD: Judge Smith, I realized after.the

9 -questioning passed to Mr. Au that there was one area that

10 I have. So I-will-have'an opportunity to ask those questions.

II I suspect that the Board is not going to allow me to pursue

12 it, and I realize that I wanted to make sure that all the
/~'s'
V 13 issues were raised.

14 JUDGE SMITH: All right.

.15 MS. BRADFORD: So I will have an opportunity to

I0 pursue ~that the next time we meet.

I7 JUDGE SMITH: You say you overlooked it?

18 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, and then there is one more

I9 question as a result of some other questions-that were asked
~

20 here.

- 2I JUDGE SMITH: By Mr. Au.
4

-
22 MS.-BRADFORD: By Mr. Au.

23 LJUDGE. SMITH: .All right.

24
. MR. JORDAN: Mr. Chairman, if I could have

..' Ame-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
=a c'larification. I' thought we were going to go with
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,Sim.8-14
1 -Dr. Regan beginning Tuesday morning.

2 JUDGE SMITH: What I said is we will begin

y~Y 3 Tuesday' morning and I had forgotten about it.
-\ )

4 MR. JORDAN: I just wanted to be clear on that.

5 UUDGE SMITH: Again, the scheduling of witnesses

6 and the panel is the concern of the parties primarily and

7 we will hear just about anybody that is there that you agree

8 upon.

_ 9 MS. BAUSER: Just Smith, do you have a time

10
you would likeito start on Tuesday morning?

11
JUDGE SMITH: At 10.

12
.

Anything further?
yw,
!̂~)~ 13

(No response.)

14
JUDGE SMITH: Okay. We are adjourned.

15
- (Whereupon, at 12 Noon, the hearing in the

~

16
above-entitled matter adjourned, to reconvene at 10:00 a.m.,

17
Tuesday, January 8, 1985.)

18
* *****

'
19

20

'. . . '. 21

(y
(-), 22

,

23

24
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